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Meetings and press releases July-October 1975 
Meeting number  Subject  Date 
350m  Economics/Finance  10 July 1975 
351 st  Foreign Affairs  15-16 July 1975 
352na  Agriculture  21-22 July 1975 
353ra  Foreign Affairs  22 July 1975 
354m  EEC-Greece Association  28 July1975 
355m  Agriculture  9 September 1975 
356th  Foreign Affairs  15-16 September 1975 
357th  Budget  22 September 1975 
358m  Economics/Finance  22 September 1975 
359m  Agriculture  29-30 September 1975 
360m  Foreign Affairs  6-7 October 1975 
361
81  Development Co-operation  13 October 1975 
362na  Agriculture  13-14 October 1975 
363ra  Transport  15 October 1975 
364th  Environment  16 October 1975 
365m  Agriculture  29-30 October 1975 COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
350th meeting of  the Council 
- ECONOMIC  AND  FINANCIAL  QUESTIONS  -
Brussels,  10  July  1975 
President~  Mr  Emilio  COLOMBO, 
Minister for the Treasury  of 
the Italian Republic 
880  e/75  (Presse  75) - 2  ~  10.VII.75 
The  Governments  of the  T:Ienber  States  anc1  the  Com11lission 
of the  European  Commv..ni ties were  represented  e.s  follows  o. 
Bel.o-i  l)J11 z  .=:_._ 
Mr  Willy  D:E  CLERCQ 
Wir  k'1c1re  OLEFFE 
fEr  Cecil  D:E  S'l'RYCKCR 
Mr  Per  HA.1C::IaillRUP 
Wir  Erik Ib  SCill/liDT 
r:r Erik  HOFFriiEYBR 
Er  Hans  APEL 
r1r  Otto  SCHLECHT 
Mr  Karl-Otto  .POEHL 
Mr  Karl  KLAS:8N 
France~ 
l.ir  Jean~Pierre  FOUTICADE 
r~r  Bernard  CLAPPIER 
Ireland: 
r!Ir  Brenctan  DILLON 
Mr  Charles  WilJimAY 
I!Iinister for  Finance 
Einister for  ~conomic Affairs 
GovGrnor  of the  National  Bank 
of Belgiwn 
Minister for Economic Affairs 
State  SGcretary  5  Thnistry of 
Economic  Affairs 
GovernDr of the  National  Bank 
r.Iinister for  Finance 
State  SGcretary  ~  l'.~inistry of 
:Sconomic Affairs 
State  Secretary~  TB:inistry  of Finance 
President of the  Buncl.esbank 
TIIinister for  Economy  and  Fina.11.ce 
Goverr~or of the  Ba.n.k  of  :B'rance 
Ambassador~  Permanent Representative 
Sec::cetary~General,  lliinistry of 
Finance 
880  e/75  (Presse  74)  thy/SMS/jr  0  •• I.  D  0 Italy~ 
L1r  Emilio  COLGr<ilBO 
I!Ir  Guido  CAECGI 
J.Juxembourg~ 
lf~  Jean DONDELINGER 
Netherlands; 
~T L.  J.  BRI}~HORST 
11r  J..  ZIJSTJlA 
United  Kinsdom; 
r\1r  Edmund  BELJ.J 
Commission~ 
~IT  Fra.11.gois·-Xavier  01\.TOLJ: 
T:l[r  WiJ.helm  HAI•':SRKAl!IP 
- 3  - 10.VII.75 
l\Iinister for the  Treasury 
Governor of the  BanJ;:  of Italy 
funbassadors  Pennanent Representative 
State  Secretary for  Forei{:,'-1  Affairs 
President of tho  Nederlru1dse  Balli~ 
Paymaster General 
President 
Vice-President 
The  meeting v1as  also  attenclec1  by: 
f!Ir  Rinaldo  OSSOLA 
Tlifr  Erik  HO J:i':Li'rJEYER 
~.1r  Gastone  r!iiCCHI 
Mr E.  r.1ALINVAUD 
l~onetary Committee 
Chairman of the  Co:r::m1i ttee  of 
Governors  of the  Central  Be.;.-i!cs 
Chairman of the  Co·-·o:<.~dinatinn; 
Comr:1i ttee on  Sho:c~t- T"rm  Economic 
&'1d  Fin2,ncial  Policies 
Chairman  of the  J::;co21omic  J?olic~r 
Co;mni ttee 
o Bo  17 5  (  ,..,_,~  "'  7L, )  -'-b-r  ls"~C< .: ; - o  e;  .c-.1 e  ,_, s e  ,.  l,  .;, ,  :.-~  .. )/  ._. r - 4  - 1  O. VII. 75 
EUROPEAN  INVESTHENT  BANIC  -
At  this meeting,  the  l\~inisters meet]_ng  as  tl1e  Con.:ference 
of tho  Represr::ntati  ves  of  tb.e  Governu.eD.ts  of the 1Iembe:::'  States 
aC':.opted  and  then signed the  Treaty  aEiending  cel~tain provisions 
of the Protocol on the  Statute of  tho  European  Investment  Bank. 
These  a.!iJ.endr,lents  make  it possible for the  Boa:rcl  of 
Governors  of  ·i:;he  European  InvestEelYG  Ban!c  to alter the 
definition of the unit  of  accounl;  and the method  fo:;:·  converting 
sums  exprpssec1  in units  of  acco1.mt  into national  cul~rcncies 
and vice versa  .. 
The  national ratificatj_on proced1u'es will be  applied. to 
this Treaty as  soon as  possJble. 
880  e/75  (Presse 75)  jen/PB/vh  «> ••  ;  • 0. -·  5  - 1  O. VII. 75 
SF.COITD  EXALIINA'.L'ION  OF  TH::<:  T~CONOI•EC  SFWA~ION 'C.:FlHIN  THE 
COBIIUNITY 
In  accordance  with Article  3  of its Decision of 
18  J!'ebruary  ·1974  on  the  a-Gtaimnent  of a  hi:;h degree  of 
ccmvere;enco  of the  econonic policicR of the  ~.Te;i-:be:;::  States~ 
the  Council  pro ceec"!.ed  to  make  a  second  exan1ine.tion  for th8 
year  1975 of the  econom.ic  situation of the  Com.m1121ity.  The 
Council  took  as  a  basis for this  exa.i11ination  a  comm1.:mication 
from  the  Commission  on the  economic  policy to  be  pursued in 
1975  ancl  on  the  preparation of public  buc1r:;ets  in 1976  9  which 
took  into  account  the  concll).sions  reached by  tlw  Council 
at its meeting  on  16  Jvne  last. 
The  Council  conducted  a  thorou:~h exchange  of views  on this 
subject  ancl  as  a  result  a  nl).2l1ber  of  constTUcti  ve  factors 
emerged  which  could  serve  as  a  basis  for the  discussions  in 
the  mattel
1  due  to  truce  place  bG-Gween  the  Heac1s  of Government 
at  the meeting in the  Council  of the  Con:ntmity  on 
880  e/75  (Presse  74)  ers/JH/jr  I  ...  /  .... - 6  ~  10.VII.75 
FLOATING  OF  l:.'URATOM  LOANS  FOR  THE  FINAl'fCING  OF  IWCL3.fu'q  POWER 
STATIONS 
The  Council  took note  of n.n  interim report by  the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  on  progress made  in 
discussions  on  the draft decision  enabling. the  Commission  to 
float  Euratom loans  for purposes  of making  a  Corrununity 
contribution to  the  financing  of Community  nuclear power 
stations. 
Following  a  brief exchlli1ge  of viewsy  the  Council  asked 
the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  submit  to it a 
final report  on  this matter at  the next  Cow1cil  meeting. 
C0rl'll'I1UNITY  LOANS 
The  Council  authorized the  Commission  to initiate the 
formal negotiations required for the first loe.n-floating 
operation  .. 
880  e/75  (Press  74)  ers/JH/mb  ...  / ... - 7- 10.  VII  o 75 
DISCUSSIONS  ON  THE  n.qF 
Welcoming the  progress  achieved in ·this field,  the  Council 
took note  of the  report  by the I·1onetary  Conunittee  on its JGask 
of preparing for the next meeting of the  Interim  Co~nittee of 
the  International Monetary  Fund  .. 
The  Co1..mcil  proceeded to <liscuss this matter ancl  in 
conclusion asked the Monetary  Committee  to· expedft;e  i·t;s  \York 
so  as to enable  a  joint position ·t;o  be  adopted  vvith  regard to 
all the  problems  concerned at the next  meeting of the  Interim 
Committee  of the  ImF. 
880  e/75  (Presse  74)  ers/JH/ema  ...  ; ... - 8  - 10.VII~75 
COWIMUNITY  EXCHANGE  SYSTEr1T 
The  Council noted with satisfaction the  decision of the 
French  Government  to re-introduce the  French franc  into the 
Community  exchange  system,  i.e. the  11snake 11 • 
It also noted with sat  is  fact ion tl:').e  amendments  adopted 
on 8  July  1975  by  the  Central Banks  of the  EEC  .and  the  Board 
of Governors  of the  Er~CF to the  system for narrowing the margins 
of fluctuation between the  various  currencies. 
The  amendments  concern the  initial tem of a  finarcing 
operation,  automatic  renewaly  repayment  of debts,  automatic 
compensation,  repayment  in advance,  renewal  b;:/  mutual  agreement, 
remunere.t ion and  mee..ns  of settlement. 
As  regards the  possible  association of the  Swiss  franc 
with the Community  exchange  system,  the  Council  noted that 
contacts with Switzerland would  continue,  it being tmderstood 
the.t  the final decision on the  matter would  rest with the 
Council. 
0 
0  0 
The  next  Council meeting  on financial  and  monetary  questions 
will take  place  on  22  September  1975. 
880  e/75  (Presse  74)  ert/SMS/ec  .  "'./ ... - I  - 1 0,. VII~  75 
MISCELLilN:COUS  DECISIONS 
Commercial 2olic~ 
The  Council  1:'.doptec1,  in the  official l8Jlgus,ges  of the 
Communi·i~ies 1  the  Regulations 
on  the  2gricul  turnl levies,  compensatcry  amom1.ts  anct  other 
import  cha:r·ges  c.pplicable  to  ftc:';ricul turn.l  procLuc·cs  and  to 
certain .:;ooc.s  resulting from  their processing,  contained in 
tr~vollersv  personal luggnge; 
on  the  importation of educations.l,  scientific  ew.1.d.  cul·l;ural 
materials free  of Common  Customs  Tariff duties; 
on  the  opening,  allocation and  auninistration of a  Corr~unity 
tariff quota for  ferro-chromium  containing not less than  4~~ 
by  weight of carbon9  falling within subheading  No  ex  73 .. 02  E  I 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff .and  extending this  quo~Ga to 
certain imports  of ferro--chromium  containing bet·:Vee:>l  3  m1d  45s 
by weight  of  ca:cb0l1.~ 
~on the  openin.g,  allocation and  administration of  a.  Community 
tru~iff quo·t;a  for  processinc;  wor~c in relEttion  to  certain 
textile products under  ·i:;he  outwc;.rd  processL1.r;  traffic 
arrangements  of the  Community; 
on  the  opening,  allocation and  administration of autonomous 
Commtu."li ty tariff quotas  for  1975  for 
ferro-silicon falling v:i thin subheading  No  73 ,.02  C  of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff; 
- fer:co-silicon-manga:,1.ese  falling within subheading 
No  73.02  D of the  Common  Cuc-Goms  Tariff; 
ferro-chromium  containing not more  than  0.1  0~~ by  weight 
of carbon  s.nd  more  thon  30)~ but not  exceeding  90;::~  by  · 
weight  of chromium  (super-refj_ned  ferro~chromium) 
:fnlling wi  ·l;hin  subheadins;  No  ex  7 3. 02  J~  I  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff. 
880  e/75  (Press  74)  ert/SAS/mb  •  .o ./  0  •• - II - 1  O. VII.  75 
Tr:Jxtiles 
The  Counci:  adoptcd1  in the o:'ficial la.11guages  of  the 
CorJmmi ties, 
- the Regulations 
- maintaing in effect rules  whe!'eby  imports  into  the 
Federal Republic  of Germany  ~ld the  Bcmelux  countries of 
8ynthetic  socks originating ih Taiwan  are  subject to  iEJ.port 
authorizationst 
- on  rules for  imports of certain  te:".:tile  procl1.·.cts 
originating in Taiw2n7 
- the Decisions 
- on the  conclusions of  two  1\greements in the form of  ar1 
Exchange  of Letters  between  the  European  IiJconomic  Conrr.1uni t;;r 
ru1d  the KingdoL'l  of  Laos,  one  on trade in fabrics of siU: 
or of waste  sill: other than noil,  or of cotton9  woven  on 
handlooms  and  the  other on trade in hG.ndmadG  products 
(haniicrafts): 
- on the  concl~sion of the Agremnent  in the  forill of an 
Exchange  of Letters between the  Eu:r.olJean  Economic  Cornmv.ni ty 
and  the  Bepublic  of Sr.i  Lanka on  tre.c1o  in fabrics of silk 
or of waste  ciH:: other than noil,  or of cotton,  woven  on 
handlooms. 
The  Coun~il approved  the  directives  av.thorizing  the  Comr.J.isDion 
to  enter into negotiations with Japan on textiles. 
I 
880  e/75  (PRESSE  74)  ert/m.TS/paz - III- 1 o.vii.  75 
Agriculture 
The  Co~nission adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities, 
- the  Regv.lations 
- ar.uending  Regulations  (EEC)  No  267/75  and  (EEC)  No  1036/75 
on table v1ine  distilling operations; 
- fixing the  a.E101.mt  of aid fo:;.·  the  production of  ha:c~d wheat 
for the  1975/1976 marketing year; 
- aruendine Regulation No  213/67/EEC  establishing the list 
of representative markets for  pigmeat  in the  Community; 
- Directive a.r:cwnding  Directive 71/118/EEC  on health problems 
affecting trade in fresh poultrymeat; 
- the  Interpretative Statement  on the  problem  of the 
application of the  provisions  of  ~~~ticle  8  of  Col.L~cil 
Regulation  (EBC)  No  1059/69  ~1d Article  3  of Council 
Regulation  (E:SC)  No  232/73  (alJplication of the maxiLll.lin  rate 
of  duty). 
880  e/75  (Presse 74)  ert/sr.m/vh  ...  ; ... - IV  - 10. VII. 75 
Food  Aid 
The  Council  adopt8d 1  in the  official la.n_:;uages  of the 
Co:nDunitics  1  the  Decisions  on the  conclusion of A.:?;reements 
betv1een  the European :8conmEi c  Conn:;'luni ty  and 
- the  L~alagasy Republic  on  the  SlJJ.,Jpl;y  of  long~c;rainecl husked 
rice  (6,000metrj_c tons- 1971/1972  Implementation Plan);. 
the Republic of Zambia  on  ·iihG  supply of  comnon  wheat 
(5,000 metric tons- 1972./1973  Implementation Plan)i 
the  People  1 s  Republic of  Banglad:"~h on  the  supply of  comrnon 
wheat  (150 1000 metric tons  - 1974/1975  Impleuentation  Plan)~ 
the  Hashenite  Kingdom  of Jordan on  the  supply of  common 
wheat  flour  (10,.000 metric tons  of  common  vvheat  in the  form  of 
6~ 623 metric  ·t;ons  of  COE1Ynon  wheat  flour  ~ 1974-/1975  Implement-
ation Pla.'1). 
Second  instalment of aid for South Vietnam 
At  its ;:l8etinc; on  14  April  1975  the  Co·uncil  a::;-reec1  to 
c;-rant  emergency·  airi .to  the  popl)_lati::m  of South Vietnam  and 
noted  the  Con1nission' s  intention of submitting proposals for 
additional aid at  a  later :late. 
8GO  e/75  (PRESSP.  74)  ert/JH/jr  I 
•  •  Qi  .:  D  D  e 10.VII.75 
Following that  t<;_;uic1cline,  the  Council  agreed to grant  a 
second  insto..lment  of emergency aid in accordance  with the 
proposals  submitted to it by the  Conm1ission. 
This aid consists of the  following products  and total 
quantities: 
9,000 metric 
~-~  6,000 metric 
1 ,ooo  metric 
tons 
tons 
tons 
of  v~1olly milled rice  (equivalent  to 
12,726 metric ton3  of husked rice); 
of  VJhea·~  flour  (equivalon·~ to 9,060 metric 
tons  of wheat); 
of buttcroilD 
It VJill  be  implemented by the  ICHC  and the  UNHCR  unde!:'  the 
follo~7j_ng arrangements: 
- ICRC  vnch;r  the  A:srecment  of 3  February  1975~ 
- 7,000 metric  -~ons  of wholly milled rice  (equivalent;  to 
9,827 metric  tons  of husked  rice)~ 
500  metric tons  of butteroil,. 
Delivered cif  ·~o  the  ICRC. 
t.JI-l'HCR: 
2  7 000  met:-cic  ·i;ons  of wl1olly milled rice  (equivalent to 
2,899  metric tons  of husked  rice)~ 
- 6,000  met:::-ic  tons  of flour  (equivalent to  9,060 metric 
tons  of  wheat)~ 
- 500  metric tons  of butteroil 
Delivered  fob  to ·[;he  UNHCR. 
Sources: 
- cereals  ICRC 
UNHCR 
butteroil  ICRC 
Dm-ICR 
0 
1973/74  Plan 
1972/73  and  74/75  Plru1s  (reserves) 
1974  Programn1e  (Decision of 4.3.74} 
1975  Programme  (Decision of  16.6~75). 
0 
0 
880  e/75  (Presse  74)  ort/JH/ema -VI - 10.  VII.. 75 
SHIPYARDS  - ... 
The  Council  e.dopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Directive  on aids to shipbuilding. 
The  Directive  is in keeping with the  1972  Directive, 
which was  last  e~:tended in 1974.  It  constitutes a  further 
stage  towards  the  abolition of distortions  of competition 
on the  shipbuilding market,  while  tEking into account  the 
objective  of ensuring the  existence  of a  healthy  and 
competitive  shipbuilding indust!"J  in the  Cormmmity.  The 
condit  io::Ds  under which aids  and  ir.tervent ion for ship-
building may  be  considered as  compa.tible  with the  common 
market  under the Directive  are specified in the  latter. 
The  Directive  also  provides  for notifjcation to the 
Commission,  under certain conditions,  of the  decisions 
taken by  the Member  States  in respect  of aid megsures  :.Por 
investments  in the  shipyards and notification of aid and 
intervention of a  conservatory nature.  The  Directive will 
apply until 31  December  1977. 
880 e/75  (Presse  74)  thy/JB/ec  eo./  .•. 10  .. VII.75 
-·  VII  -
The  ComJ.Ci1  adopted.~  in the official lB.i.1[';Uages  of the 
Communities 1  the  Regulation  on  the  conclusion of the 
.Agreement  between  the  :buropelli1  Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of Austria on  the  sinrpliftcs.tion of formalities in 
respect  of gooG.s  trc,ded  betr,•een  the  Em~ope8.l1 Bconomic 
Cornmu..11i ty on  the  ono  hanct 1  and  Greece  and  Turke;)r  on  the  other 
hand when  the  said gooc'cs  are  forvve.rded  from  Austri~  .• 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  go.ve  the  Assents  requesteci by  the  Commission 
pursuant  to 
Article  56  (2) (a)  of the  :~esc Treaty  (Societe  Nouvelle  de 
Roulement.,  France)~ 
Article  55  (2) (c)  of  ·i:;h8  :SCSQ  Treaty to  the  alloc2.tion of 
fu..'l'lds  from  ECSC  levies to  coal resoo.rch progrcrnrues; 
Article  54  (2)  of the  :sese  Treo.ty  for  the  fine..ncing  by  the 
Bong  1'.lining  Comp2  .  .ny,  r:Ionrovio.  (J_,iberic,)  of  211.  investment 
to  increase  the mining  capacity of the  Bong  mineworks  and 
to  double its pelletization capacity. 
0 
0  0 
880  e/75  (Press  74)  thy/JH/mb  • • o/ • o  • - VIII ·- 10.,III  .. 75 
Actinc;  on  a  proposal from  the  Danish  Goverm,1ent,  the 
Council  appoil1-Ged.  FuldTilaegtig E.  Imm_;BERG,  Jl..rbej dninistcriet, 
as  an al  tt::rna·i:;e  •:~erube:r  of the  Advisory  Committee  on  Socj_al 
Security for I.Iicran-t  Workers,  to  re~Jlace I:1r  RAASCHOU-NIELSEN, 
an al  ternato mesber,  ·,,;ho  has  resig;.1e<i,  for the  rer:1aj_nder  of  the 
latter
9 s  te:."'ln  of  office,  i.,e,.  until  28  April  1976  .. 
0 
0  0 
Acting on  a  proposal  from  the  Danish  Government,  the 
Council  appoj.nteC..  Fg.,  Chef for  al~bejc1s- oc;  socialrJinisteriernes 
:i.nternationale afdeling N.  Rl'..ASCHOU~-NIELSEN,  SociaL:.:inisteriet, 
as  a  full meElbOl"  of the  Advisor~; Coi·,uni ttee  on Social Sccuri  ty 
:~or Hi[;rant  V'lo~:-~~ers,  to  replace Lr KIRSTEIN,  a  full E1e,·aber  who 
has  resigned,  for the  remaindo:c·  o:f  the latter's te::."ii.l  cif  office, 
i.e. m1til  28  April  1976. 
0 
0  0 
ActinG  on  a  proposal frmn  the  I11dt~striobond C  .. N.v.,  the 
Council  appointed LTr  J.  BOSCH.,  vice--voorzi  tter V8.j,1  c1e 
:D.1dustrie  bol1d  Nl0J,  as  a  member  of the  ECSC  Consultative 
Co1.c~aittee 1  to  replace  LTr  de  GP..AAF,  c.  r1ember  who  has  resigned, 
for the  l.,emaindel"  of  the latter 1s  tern of office,  L.e. until 
24  June  1976. 
880  e/75  (PJ.'OSSC  74)  thy/JH/vh  .  ..  ; ... - IX  - 10. VII. 75 
Tho  :rl.epresentati  ves  of the  Governments  of the  !Vfember  States 
of the ·Jmropean  Coal  and  Steel  Comrmni ty  1  meetin;; in Council, 
aclopte.c1  in the  official la.'l'l&,"Uages  of the  Communi ties the 
Decisions 
•.  concerning exports  of :ferrous  scrap to  third  co1.E1tries 
-
-
concerning temporary  impor·t;s  of ferrous  scrap 
concerning temporary exports  of ferrous  scrap 
concerninG  e:~ports of alloy steel scrap 
concerning exports  of rolling-mill  cylinders 
in respect of exports  of ferrous  scrap to  thh~d countries 
concerning certain tariff measures  for the  second  hal~ 
of 1975. 
880  e/75  (Presse  74)  thy/JH/jr COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS 
351st meeting of the  CowLcil 
- Foreign Affairs  --
Brussels,  15  and  16  July  1975 
President~  Jlir  Mariano  RDrilOR, 
r:Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
of  the  Italian Republic 
RELEASE 
881/75  (Press  75) ··- 2  - 16.  VII. 75 
The  Governments  of the  ~~e:.1ber States and  the  Co:~:Dnission 
of the  Europesn  Comt:rnmi ties were  represented as  follo?rs  ~ 
Belgiur_:f!: 
r:Ir  Renaat  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Denmark:  ··------
Lir  Ivar N,0RGAARD 
G~~~I}y: 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
~/Ir  Hctns  I~'-A.TTHOFER 
~·.'lr  Hans-Jur,:r,en  WISCHNE\VSKI 
France~ 
I-.1r  Bernard  DESTREL1AU 
Ireland:  ----·-
L:r  Garret  FITZGERALD 
Mr  Justin KEATING 
_!_-~aly~ 
l\lr  Mariano  RUrJOR 
Nr Adolfo  BATTAGLIA 
IIinister for Forei,":):l  Affairs 
~.iinister for External Economic 
Re.lations  and  Nordic  A:::'fairs 
f'Tinister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for- Scienti~ic Research 
I-.":inister of  Stat~,  n  n  • 
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JOINT  RESEARCH  CENTRE  AND  NE\V  ACTIVITIES  FOR  THE  PETTEN 
ESTABLISHMENT 
The  Council held a  discussion,  which  ended  in its approv-
ing the  new  activity  progi~a1111TI.es  for the Petten establishment, 
and noted that the  Cmnmission  would  enter the  appropriations 
req_uired.  to  implement  them in the  preliminary draft  budget 
for the  financial  year  1976. 
The  Council also  approved the  Commission  proposal  re::sarding 
the  review of  certain objectives  of the multiannual  prograrnr.1e 
without  altering the  programme  appropriation. 
It noted that the  Commission would,  be:::ore  the  end  of 
October  1975.,  submit  to it an overall  scheme  for the next 
multiannual  programme,  which it agreed to  discuss  as  soon as 
possible  as  part  of the  examination of the  development  of 
Community  research policy. 
The  Council  also  n~ted the  Commission~s intention of: 
- submitting to it as  early as  possible  progrruume  proposals 
based  on  the guidelines  emerging from this discussion. 
The  Council  agreed to  discuss  such proposals  at the  earliest 
opportv.ni  ty  i 
- including an  amount  of 900,000 UA  in the preliminary draft 
budget  for  1976  to  cover preparations for the next multi-
annual  programme ; 
including in the  preliminary draft  budget  for  1976  the 
resou:..~ces  needed to  ensure  that the  Joint Research Centre 
'  functioned normally. 
'· 
' \ 
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The  Ccnmcil  alJproved  ·:~he  IJrogramme  of  energ-J :research  anc3. 
development  pro jeccs propos  eel  lJy  the  Commission,  involving a 
maximlli'TI  amouJ.l'i:;  of  59  l\lrUA,  a  s ·i:;aff  compl  emen"t  of 27  and an 
implemen·ca  "tion period of  4  years  from  1  July  1975. 
This  :p:rogramme  comprises  -Ghe  following o1Jjec·cives  in 
par·cicular~ 
energy  s<wing 
the  production and use  of hydrogen 
- solar enere;-y 
geothermic  energy, 
The  p1~ogra.1une will 1Je  implemented in two  stages;  the  first 
stage will run from  1  July  1975  ·co  31  December  1S7S  and will 
include  an appropriation of  12  TillA  while  the  second stage will 
run  from  1  January  1977  'Go  30  June  1979  and will iaclude  an 
appropriation of  47  :mJA. 
The  j_Jrogramme  will be  subject  to  review  a·~  the  end  of 
the  first stage  in order that  any alterations  to  ·i:;he  progra.111111e 
as  a  result of the  rewiew Clay  be  implemented by no  later than 
the  begin.:."'ling  of 1977. 
Pro jec"cs  already begun will  continue  in opera·cion 
within  the  scope  of the  resources  granted un·cil  -~he  decision 
is taken  ·co  review  the  firs·c  stage. 
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The  Council  instructed the Permanent  Representatives  to 
proceed with giving  formal  shape  to  the  decisions  concerning 
the  JRC  and.  the  new  acti  vi  tics for Petten,  as  Ylcll  as  the 
progr&Lmle  of research and  development  projects in the  field 
of energy,  ~v:i. th a  view to  their official adoption by  the 
Council  as  soon as  possible. 
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The  Council noted.  2.  statement by  the  Ch2.inne:ll  of the 
Permanent  Rep~esentatives Comn1ittee  on  the  vo.rious  aspects 
of this  m~1..tter,  with po.rtj.cular reference  to  the  progress 
mao.e  in the negoti2.tions  with the l\'laghreb  countries  and 
Spain,  the  stage  reached in examination of the  Con~issionvs 
proposals  concerning nalto.,  3lld  the 
11seconc1  generation" 
rtiedi terr2..nec.n  countries,  i.e.  the Machrek  cou..Yltries 
Egypt,  Libya,  Jordan  and  Syria. 
The  Council  agreed  to  hold  a  full discussion of the 
essentially political problems  arising in this  :::c:cea  at its 
next mooting,  to  be held on  22  July  1973. 
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Tho  Council  thoroughly  prepared the  topics likely to 
be  discussed by  the  He2.c'1.s  of GoverrL'11ent  mooting in the 
Council  of the  European  Communities  in "l:ihe.context  of 
poli  ticaJ.  co-operation, 
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MISCELLAJ'TEOUS  DECISIONS 
In accordance  vvi th the 1.Lndertakings  entered into 
under the Treaty of Accession on the  subject  of India's 
sugar  exports  to  the  Comrnuni ty follovving  expiry of the 
term of validity of the  Co1>m1omveal th Sugar Agreement,  the 
Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,  the Decision concluding the Agreement  between 
the Europea..n.  Economic  Cor.arnu.ni ty and  the Republic  of·  India 
on  cane  sugar.  This  arrange;·aent  is similar to that made 
with the  ACP  sugar-producin~ countries. 
Under  this Agreement  the  Community  undertakes  to  buy 
and  import,  for  an indefinite period and at guaranteed 
prices,  25,000 metric  tons  of vvhite  sugar per year 
(22,000 metric  tons  for the marketing year  ending on 
31  July 1  975) ,  whi. ch India undertakes  to supply. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  gave  the  Community's  agreement  to  the 
list of projects submitted by  the  WFP  in the  context of two 
supply agreements  (15,000 metric tons  of butteroil and 
30,000 metric tons  of cereals)  as  food  aid for  developing 
countries. 
0 
0  0 
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ENVIROID.'IENT 
The  Council  adopted the Directive  on waste,  in the official 
l&1guages  of the  Communities. 
Under  the provisions of this Directive  the lCember  States 
take  appropriate measures to promote  the prevention,  recycling 
and processinG of waste,  the use  of waste  for ob·i;aining raw 
materials  e.nc1  possibly encrg;y-,  and  any  other meano  whereby  waste 
may  be  re-used.  The  Directive lays  down  for tlw  nllole  Community 
uniform technical  conditions 1-mcler  which these  olJjectives  are  to 
be  attained vrithout  endangerinG human  health and  the  environment. 
The  competent authorities are required to  cl.rar-r  up,  as  soon 
as possible,  plans  concerning: 
kinds  and  quanti ties of waste  to  be  disposec1 of, 
- general technical requiremen·(;s 
- appropriate  disposal sites, 
-·any special provisions for particular kinds  of y;aste. 
This Directive  forms  a  general framework for specific 
schemes  carriec1 out in the  Cormm.:mi ty for the  disposal  and re-
cycling of waste.  The  first Directive  on this matter,  which 
has  already been  adopted,  concerns used oils. 
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The  Col...Lncil  also  adoptecl,  in the  official lang·uages  of  the 
Community,  the Resolution  on  the  adaptation of Directives and 
other  Ccmr.J."Lmi·~y rules  on  the protection and  improvenent  of the 
envirm::unent  in the light of technical progress. 
This Hesol'J.tion  adopts  a  procedure  by  Committees which are 
to consist  of representatives of the l\Iember  States to  be  chaired 
by  a  Commission representative  as  the  solution in principle for 
acl..apting  certain provisions le.ic1  down  by  Community rLues  to this 
end. 
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The  Govenunents  of the hcruber States and  the  Commission of 
the European  Communi ties were  relJresentecl as  follo·.-.rs: . 
Belgium: 
Mr Albert  L."~vsrrs 
Denmark: 
Mr Poul  Th~LSLGEl1 
Germeny: 
Mr  Josef EHTJJ 
Mr He.ns-JtlrGen  ROHR 
France  : 
Hr Chris-Gie.n  BONHET 
r.Ir  Jem".L-Fr2.agois  DENIAU 
Ireland: 
Mr Mark  CLTIITON 
Italy  .  . 
minister for Lgr:i_culture 
lilinister for Agriculture  and Fisheries 
Hinister for Ag:Liculture 
State Secretar;;r,  Liinistry for 
!~gricul  ture 
E::L.'lister for Lgricul  ture 
State Secretary, I.:inistry for 
:~gricul  ture 
r:Iinister for Agriculture  2.nd  Fisheries 
F/i:r  Gio'V"'c.n::.'li  I::ARCORfi.  Minister for .Agriculture 
1\fr  Arcangelo  LO  BiliNCO  State Secretc..ry,  ~.~inistry of 
Agriculture 
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>Ir  Albert  BETIC!illN 
netherlands: 
. l  r  A.P.  L.I'L~~.  VAN  DER  STEE 
Q..
1]):.~~ed  --~~~~~<?.'.!!~ 
~Ir Frederick PEART 
Co;~-uission: 
I.~r  P .J.  LARDDJOIS 
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Cm.T'1 ION  '!11-GAT  NOT  SUITABLE:  FOR  IK..'\KING  BR~AD 
The  following  Rec01~unendation on  co:r:llTion  whea·i.;  not suitable 
for m~dng b::-ead  was  approved by  -~he  Council  by  a  majorit;sr: 
"The  Council hereby invi  ·(;es  the  parties  concerned  to  tai;:e 
account of ·che  fac·c  th;:;d:;~  in future)  prices will be  fixed 
within the  framework  of  ·(;he  cCJnmon  organization :)f  the  marke·cs 
in such  a  way  the.t  the  producers  of wheat  no·c  sui·cable  fo::c  maldn.:; 
bread  cannot  expect it to  be  valued at more  ·chcw.J.  the  equivalent 
feed  grain value.
11 
The  Council  adop·ced  the  following Resolution on  the  same 
subject~ 
"The  Council  here1Jy  calls· upon  the  Commission  to  submi·c 
to it1  no  l:::t:cer  than its price  proposals  for the  ·1976/77 
marketinz yeG.r 1  a:ppropriate  measures  to  deal wi·ch  the various 
problems  raised by  the  development  of wheat varieties not 
suitable  for making bread,  wi·i.;h  due  regard  ·to  }?ractical 
managemen·i;  and  control." 
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GREEN  POUND 
The  Council  signified its agreement  on  the  Rec;ulation 
concerning the  exchange rates to  be  applied in the 
cagricultural sector in respect  of the Irish pound  and the 
pound .sterling. 
Under this Regulation,  ·che  new  rate for the Irish 
pound will be  1  .. 76843  UA  a..YJ.d  for the  pound  sterli::t.1.g~ 
1 .86368  UA..  These  new  rates,  which will tGlce  effect  on 
4  fl.ugust  1975,  involve  a  5;S  devaluation of the  "c;reen" 
pound. 
They  will apply fron that  date to all products in 
respect  of which the mnr1ceting  year  1975/1976  hc..s  already 
begun  and  in particular to  beef and veal.  The  new  rates 
will apply to  other products,  in accordance  with Article  2 
of Regulation No  475/75  frora  the beginning  of the  relevant 
marketing year. 
The  Council was  also  presented with a  j;>roposnl  from 
the  Commission for  a  Regulation concerning subsidies to 
cereal production in the United Kingdom. 
It agreed to consider this proposal in c;reatcr detail 
as  soon  as it has received the Opinion of the European 
Parliament. 
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Within the  context  of tihe  overall Mediterre.nec.:..11  approach, 
the Council implemented  ce:rtc::.in  decisions adopted  i...'1  Luxembourg 
on  23  e.nd  24  Jtme  relatinc;,  in particular, to  fruit,  vegetables 
and  wine. 
At  the  end of its discussions  on  the fruit  2nd  vegetable 
sector,  the Council adopted ReGulations  in the official 
languages of the  Coomuriities: 
concerning the  arrangements for trade  with non-menber 
countries  in the marlce-G  in processed  fru.i  t  and  vegetable 
products: 
laying dorm.  detailed rules for applying protective measures  in. 
the market  il1  processec<.  frni  t  e.nd  vegetable proclucts; 
- esta1)lishil1G a  system of production aids for tinned pineapple:; 
- layi....'1g  down  special provisions for trade in tomato 
concentrG..tes  between the Comntmi  ty as  originc.lly constituted 
and  the new I:Iember States; 
- fixing the n:i.nimum  price  2nd  the  special minimum price for 
tomato  concentrates  (mininn.:rr!l  price for founder I.Iom
1oer States: 
60.00 UA/100  kgt  special minimum price for new  L~ember· States: 
40.00  UA/100  kg;. 
As  rec;r:u~ds  wine, the Council adopted  Regulations  in the 
official 12J.1C;"Llat;es  of the CoEmunities: 
- amending Ilegu.lation  816/70  (definition of Article  33e.  of the 
basic  Regu.lo.tion,  on  special distillation); 
on  general rules  governing the  special distillation of table 
wines  specified in Article 33a of Regulation  (K.::C)  No  816/?0o 
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In view of the  fact  that  the  European Parlia:J.ent  h::>.s  not 
;;ret  given its Opinion on :four other Re,slilations  concerning wine 
;:me~  fresh  and  processed fruit  a11d  vegetables,  n2.mely  the 
Hegula  tions: 
- e.nJ.ending  Re,?::IJ.le.tion  (E:EC)  No  1035/72  on  the  CO!llii10n  organization 
of the  market  in fruit  and  vegete.bles · 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2601/69  layinc; down  special 
measures  to  encourage  the  processin? of certain varieties of 
oran,~es; 
- s.mending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  la'(ill[!,  do,rm  spc;cial  ·Jeasures 
:for  improving the  production a:1.d  marketinc~ of  CO'l~1.mi·~y  ci  tru.s 
f:..~ui ts; 
- laying do·n special rules for the  i:nportation o:::  products  of 
the  vine  ::lector,  originatin·.:;  Ll certain th:i.Td  coun'tries 1 
the  Council discussed  them without  havin,!T,  recourse  to  8.l1.'.T 
formal  conclusions. 
This  body  of rules;  which translates into  lese.l  form  the 
agreement  in principle reached  in Luxe?nbourg  on  23  c~nc1  24  J1ne 
'las.t  9  is indispensible  for the  L'lplementation of the  e.c;-ricul tural 
concessiOilS  made  as  part of the  agreement  si(:l;!led  recently with 
Israel and  the  progress of negotiations with other co1.mtries 
covered by  the  overall :Medi terra:::1ean  approac.h, 
The  Co,.mcil  has  a3:reed  to  act  on  the  four  Regt,~1c:.·i:;io:as  in 
question as  soon as it has  received the  Opb1ion  o::  th<;;  EuropeEm 
Parlianent. 
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VINE  SECTOR  (1) 
As  part  of a  general discussion of the  situation on 
the marlcet  in vine products and the various proposals 
submitted to it by  the  Commission  (amendments  to  the basic 
regulations and  arrangements for the  planting ru.1d 
replanting of vineyards),  the  C01mcil,  beinc;  aware  of the 
present difficult situation on  that market, 
- signified its agreement  to  the granting of aid for the 
storage of table wines  of the  1974/1975  harvest,  the 
detailed rules for the alJ);>lication  of which will .be 
dravm  up  by  the Commission  according to  the r.I2nagement 
Committee  procedurei 
- agreed to meet  on  9  SepteE1ber  1975  to  consider the vine 
sector exclusively and to prepare  statutOFJ decisions 
necessai"J for t!.le  re-organization of the market  in vi.l'1.e 
products in the  short  and longer terms. 
(i)  See  also  the Cotmcil's other decisions  conce1~1L~g this 
sector referred to uno.er  110verall Med.i terranean approach" • 
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TULK  PRODUCTS 
On  the  bo.sis  of  a  Corfl!ilission  communico.tion,  the .Council 
conducted  a.1.1  exch3nge  of views  on the situation on  the  market 
in milk products. 
It  di~3cussed a  nmnber  of meo.sures  EU1d  aplJroved. Regu.lations; 
- on the  grant  of aids  for the private storage  of skimmed 
milk  powc:1e:r- ~ 
- amending  RegLJ..lation  (EEC)  No  135/75  on  the sale  of skimmed 
milk  powder  from  public  stocks  for supply to  r1evelolJing 
countriesi 
- on  the  exclusion of certain milk products  from  inward 
processing arrMgements. 
Together with a  numbel~ of other measures  to be  adopted 
at  CommissiOll level,  these  Regt~J_ations  are  intended to  improve 
the situation on  the milk marl::et,  particularly as  rec;c,rds 
skimmed milk powder. 
The  Council  agreed to  instruct the Special Corillnittee  on 
Agriculture to  examine  other proposals  for Regu.J.ations  in 
this sector. 
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CERi.SALS  Aim  RICE 
The  Council  undercoo~:.: an initial discussion on  certain 
proposals  :fo1~  Regulations  C•Jncen1ing  the  rGin:~roduc-~ion of  a 
produc-':;ion  refund  Ol1  Til2ize  :;::coats  and meal  and  "brol):en  rice  for 
the  brewing industry sts  well as  on  maize~  sof·c  wheat  and 
bro~{en rice  for  the  mm1u:f2.cture  of starch. 
At  the  conclusion of'  ·cha:c  discussion~  che  Oouncil 
signified  i -;;s  agreemen~c on  the  Regulation on lJroduction 
refunds  in ·clle  cereals  end rice  sector which  includes, 
inter alia 1  a  refund of  1  S .10 UA  per tonne  on  lJo-~ato  starch 
and  10  UA  ;?er  tonne  on maize  starch and  a  mini!i1U~i1  ~1rice for 
potatoes of 162  UA  per tonne. 
The  Council  fur-Gher  ac;reed  to  return to  the  o~cher 
proposals  c..;c  one  of  l.  -r-a 
J~  for-tl1.coming  mee -::;ings  ·che 
Europea1~ Parliament has  delivered its Opinion. 
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The  Council  took  no·ce 
communica<:;ions  concerning 
·- 11  ·~ 
various 
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statemen·cs  and 
application of the  safeguard :clause  for  cul·civo;ced  mushrooms 
the  situation on  the  beef  a.'J.d  veal market 
the  situc;t;ion on  the  egg m2.rket 
certain difficulties Yvi th Spain regarding  e:::Jor·~s  of 
certain Italian produc·cs 
the  common  organiza·!:;ion of the  market  in mu·cton  and lamb • 
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RBARING  l'IETHODS 
·The  Council noted that  the  German  delegatio:::•  had.  submitted 
a  memorandwn  calll.ns for the  eststblishment  o:f  a  co;•11non.  position 
regarding the  reari~'lg of certain domestic  animals:  usj_n.?;  modern 
methods. 
The  Cor:r.,lission  stated that it intended to  set up  a  worki:'l{s 
party 'Ni th experts  from  the  :::e::.fbsr  Ste.tes  ;•  Vl'i th a  vie'.'!  to  the 
exailination of problems  raised and 1  possiolv  ~  the  :pre:?e.ration 
of proposs.ls  to  the  Council  on  the  !llatter~ 
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SUG.A.R 
The  Council conducted  o.  oro::,d  exchange  of views  on  the 
provisions  supplementing tho  Ueg·ulation  on  the  common 
organization of the market  lit  sugar. 
The  discussion  covered the  regulations  concer.nlitc sugar 
from  the French Overseas  Depe.rtiilen-Gs  and the preferentie,l import 
e.rrangements  (Title V of the  basic Regulation). 
In conclusion,  the Council agreed to  instruct the Special 
Co~nittee on Agriculture to  finQlize  the  questions still 
remaining unresolved,  so  e.s  to  en8,ble  the Council to  c,dopt  the 
Regulations  in question at  o,  forthcoming meeting. 
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The  Council  adopted in the official langu;:;.ges  of the 
Communities. 
- the Regulations 
·~  amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2133/74 laying  dovm. 
general rules for the description and  presentation 
of wines  and grape  musts~ 
~ ~.aying down,  for the  1975/76 wine-growing year, 
the  price to be  paid for alcohol delivered to 
intervention agencies under.the obligation to 
distil the by-prOducts  of wine-mru{ing  (0.85 UA/0/hl) 
and  the  maximun1  a~ount of the  contribution towards 
this price by  the  Guarantee  Section of the 
European Agricultural Guidance  and Guarantee  Fund~ 
- determining,  for the  1975/76 marketing year the 
threshold prices for husked rice  (25.72 UA/100  kilos)· 
and broken rice  ( 16.045 UA/100  kilos)  and  the  pro--
tective  amount  to  be  included in the  threshold price 
for milled rice  (1.15  UA/100  kilos)t 
-~  determining,  for the  1975/76 marketing year,  the  . 
monthly price increases  for  paddy  (0.172 UA/100  kilos) 
and husked rice  (0.215 UA/100  kilos)~ 
- the Decision on  common  and  co-ordinated research programmes 
in the  fields  of animal leucoses,  livestock effluents, 
beef production and  plant protein production. 
The  Council  took note of the  Commission report on the 
conditions under which  the  provisions of ProtoJol No  18  to 
the Act  annexed  to  the  Treaty  concerning the 1\ccession of 
the new  Mer..1ber  States  to  the European Economic  Community  and 
to  the European Atomic  Energy  Community  were  app1ied in 
1974. 
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Brusselsf  22  July  1975 
President:  Mr  Mariano  RUIVIOR, 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
of the  ItalianRepublic 
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The  Governments  of  the  r:1ember  States  8lld  the  Commission 
of the European Cmumuni ties were  represented as  follows: 
Belgiur.o.: 
1\!r  Renaat  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Denmark: 
Mr  Niels ERSB,flLL 
G  e  rrnan_y:: 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich GENSm{ER 
France: 
:&ir  Jean SAUVAGNARGUES 
Ireland: 
Mr  Garret FITZGERALD 
Italy;: 
mr  Mariano  Rill!IOR 
Mr  Adolfo  BATTAGLIA 
Luxembourg: 
Mr  Jean DONDELINGEB 
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Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
~;~inister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Deputy  State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
eea/a•• Netherland.s: 
T.l:r  L.J.  BRHITillORST 
United  Kingdom~ 
r.!r  Roy  HATTERSM:Y 
Commission; 
I;Ir  Frangois-X1:wier  ORTOLI 
Sir Christol;her  SO.AMES 
1\'Ir  Albert  BOiz.SCHJ:::TTE 
I,1r  Claude  CHKfSSON 
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St2.te  Secretary, 
Liinistry of Foreic,·:n  Affairs 
Einister of State, 
Iroreign  and  CommonvJe.:::_lth  Office 
:President 
Vice-President 
}lember 
EGlnber 
0 
0 
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.  STRENGTHE:NING  THE  BUDGETARY  POWERS  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIA1'lENT 
AND  SETTING  UP  A COURT  OF  AUDITORS 
The  Conference  of Representatives of the  Governments  of  the 
Member  States adopted by mutv.2-l  agreement  the  amendments  to 
certain financial provisions of the  Treaties establishing a 
single  Council  and  a  sine;le  COlt'1TJ1ission  of  the European 
Cormmmi ties 2.s  regards  the  strengthening of  the budgetary powers 
of  the  European Parliament  and  the  setting up  of a  Court  of 
Auditors. 
This Treaty was  signed: 
on  behalf of Belgium:  by  J','lr  Renaat  VAN  ESLANDE,  Minister for 
Foreign Affairs 
on  behalf of Denmark:  by I!Ir  Niels ERSB,0LL,  Ambassador,  Permanent 
Representative  to  the European Communities 
on  behalf  of Germany:  by Nr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER,  1Hnister for 
Foreign Affairs 
on  behalf of France:  by  Hr  Jean-Marie  SOUTOU,  Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative  to  the European 
Cmrummi ties 
on behalf of  Ireland:  by 1Ir Garret FITZGERALD,  1'/Iinister for 
Foreign Affairs 
on  behalf of I·tialy:  by Hr Mariano  RUl\WR,  Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
on  behalf of Luxembourg:  by  r.Ir  Jean DONDELINGER,  Ambassador, 
Penn~ent Representative  to the 
Et1ropean  Communities 
on  behalf of  the Netherlands:  by Mr  L.J.  BRINilliORST,  State 
Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
on  behalf of the  United Kingdom:  by Sir rl!ichael  PALLISER, 
Ambassador,  Perm8nent 
Representative  to  the European 
Communities. 
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The  Couri.cil  m8.de  the  following  statement regarding the  ~eaty 
signed  b~r  the  Governments  of  the Member  States: 
"The  Council  expresses its satisfaction at the  signing of 
the  Treaty giving the  ~lropean Parliament wider budgetary powers 
and  establi.shing  a  European  Co1Th1luni ties Court  of Auditors.  Corn!ng 
as it does  after the  Treaty signed  on  22  April  19701  this Treat;)· 
represents  a  further step forward  in the  continuously developing 
process  envisaged by  the  Conference  of Heads  of  Government  held 
at Paris on  9-10  December  1974o  The  Council looks forward  to 
harmonious  co-operation with-the Parliament  on  the basis  of its 
new  powers." 
The  Treaty is subject to ratification by  the Member  States; 
i tE.!  main provisions may  be  su.nunarized  as follows: 
In order to fully appreciate  the  changes  to  be  brought  about 
in this regard,  it shou~d be  remembered  that at present: 
- all expenditure in the  draft budget  forwarded  by  the  Council 
to  the »2ropean Parliruuent is classified as  compulsory 
expenditure  (necessarily resulting from  the  Treaty or from  acts 
adopted in accordance  tllerewith)  or non-compulsory  expenditure 
- the European Parliament,  acting by  a  majority of its members,  may 
amend  the non-compulsory  expenditure.  The  Council,  acting by  a 
majority of its members,  may  subsequently moclify  these  amendments. 
T'ne  Treaty which has  just been  signed does not make  any  change 
in this respect 
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- the  European l'c.rliament  ElUY  propose,  by  an absolute majority 
of the votes  cast,  that  oblic:;c>.tory  expench  ture  be  modified. 
The  Cow.1cil  then acts  on these  r•roposals  by  a  c~ualified 
ma.jori  ty. 
It is  on this l)Oint  above  aJ.l that  c~Mgss c.re  mc.;_de  by 
the  Tre:=tty~ 
- where  a  modification pro:,;Josecl.  by the Parliament  cloes  not  have 
the  effect  of  i:rwreas ing the total amount  of  expenditure,  owing 
in particular to the fact  th<.lt  the  increase would  be  expressly 
compensated by  one  or more  modifications  corres:pond.ingly 
reducing  eXlJencli ture,  in order to  overrule the position adopted 
by the  Psrli~Bent, the  Co~mcil has  to reject the  proposed 
modification  c.•.cting  by  a  cu2.lified. majority.  In the absence 
of  a  decisio~ to reject it,  the proposed modification will 
stand as  accepted~ 
- where  a  mod.ificntion proposed by  the Parliament  has  the  effect 
of increasing the total 8!'.10UJ!.t  of  expenditure,  the Council may, 
acting by  a  qualified majority,  accept  the proposed modificatio:1.. 
In the  absence  of a  iecision to accept it, the  proposed modifi-
cation wiJ.l  stand as  rejecterl~ 
where,  in pursuance  of tho  preceding  prov~s~ons,  the Council 
has  rejected a  proposed modification,  it may,  actL1g by  a 
qualified. majority,_ either retain the amount  shov'Til  in the 
draft  budget  or fix another  c~ount. 
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From  then  on,  the  existing procedure  agai.•·1.  a}J:;_Jlies .. 
Accordingly,  the  draft budget;  modified or not  in accordance 
with the  aforementioned rules,  is returned to  the  European 
Parliament  together with  311  t:tccotmt  of the  Council~  s 
deliberations.  After a  debate;  the Parliament v1ill act,  by  a 
majority of its members  al"J.d  three fifths  of the votes  cast, 
on  the modifications  made  by the Council to its amanfunents 
concerning non-obligatory  eXlJendi ture.  These  amenclments  nru.st 
always  compl~r \'lith the rule  of the maximum  rate,  i3e. if the 
actual rate of increase in the  draft  budget  este,blished by  the 
Council is over half the mr.:drtru.m  rate,  the  Parlic.:.:s1ent  may, 
exercising its right of arnend.t!1ent,  further  increase the total 
cunount  of that  e:~pendi  ture to  c,  limit not  exceeding half the 
lJaximun  r G t e. 
In the normal  course  of  events,  the Parlianent \'!Ould  then 
finally  adO!?t  the budget.  Hov.,rever,  under the new  provisions, 
it has  power to reject it D1  toto~  acting by  a  mcjority of its 
members  a.nd  two  thirds  of the votes  cast,  it may,  if there  are 
importa.nt  ree::.sons,  reject th3  draft budget  and  o.s~~:  for  a  new 
d.raft  to be  submitted to it. 
The  new Treaty also  confers  on the Pe.rliament  the right, 
acting on  a  recomrnendation  from the Council,  to  give  a  discharge 
to the Co111mission  in respect  o:E'  the  implementation  of the budget • 
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The  purpose  of setting up  a  Court of  ~~ucli tors is to 
reinforce  the  finsncial  suc.li t  of Cormnuni ty  expenc1i ture and 
revenue. 
The  Court  of Auditors will  consist of nine  Elembers, 
chosen  frol7l·among  persons  vrho  belong in their respective 
countries to  external audit bodies  or who  are  especially 
qualified for this office.  They will be  e.ppointed for a 
term of  si;~ years  by  the  Council,  e.cting unanir1ously after 
consulting the  Assembly,  and,  in the general interests of 
the Comrnuni ty,  will be  co;:1pletely  independent in the 
perfonnance  of their duties,  neither seeking nor taking 
instructions  from  any  Governinent  or fror.1  any  other body. 
The  Court  of Auditors  will  examine  the  accounts  of all 
expenditure  and  revenue  of the  Corrununity  including that of 
all bodies  set up by it.  It will also  examine  Vlhether all 
revenue  and  expenditure has been received  and  incurred in a 
~.awful and  regular m8IDler  m1d  vvhether the  financial management 
has been sound. 
The  audit of revenue  shall be  carried out  on  the basis 
bo·~h of the  muounts  established as  due  and  the  anounts 
actually paid;  the  audit of  expenditure shall be  carried out 
on  the basis both of  co;-.1.oi tuents undertaken  and  payE1ents  made. 
These  aU<h ts may  be  c2.rriecl out before  the  c1osu:r·e  of accounts 
for the  financial year in question.  The· aue.i  t  shs.ll be  based 
on  records  and,  if necessary,  performed  on  the  spot in the 
institutions of the  Cor.1uu.ni ty and in the Member  States.  In 
the Member States the  coucl.it  shall be  carried.  ou·i;  in liaison 
\v:: th the n::-:cional  audit bodies. 
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The  Co11rt  of Auditors nill .drmv  up  e.n  aru1.ual  report after 
tl1e  close of  each financial year.  It shall be  for,·r:~rcled to  the 
institutions of the  Community  ::.Ii1.d  shB.ll  be  publishec".  9  together 
with the  replieB of these  :ir.~,stitutions to  the  observo.tions  of 
the  Cou.~t of Luditors,  in tlw Official Journal of the  h'lu'Opean 
C  o:llli.ll.UJ i ties. 
0 
0  0 
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OVERALL  IiillDI TERRANEAN  APPROACH 
The  Council  took stock  of  the negotiations  in progress 
with the  ]!iag:b..reb  countries  a..11.d  agreed  to adopt  by  means  of 
the written procedure 9  on  a.  proposal  to be  made  by  the 
Commission,  provisions  extending the  present arral?-gements 
governing t:::-ade  with lVlorocco  and  Tunisia for a  limited 
period  beyond  31  August  1975. 
After considering the  Community's  relations with Malta, 
the  Council also invited the  Commission  to meet  the  Maltese 
delegation and  report  back to it at its next meeting. 
Finally,  the  Council  :in:Jtructed the  Perma..'1.ent 
Representatives  Committee  to  continue  its examination,  in 
the light of .the  Council  q s  clis·cuGsions,  of  the  Commission 
proposals  concerning the  cleveJ.opment  of  the  overall 
M.edi terranea.n approach and  to submit  drafts  in the near 
future for  the  directives to  be  given  to the  Co~nission 
concerning the various  headings  under which the  Corillllunity 
intends shortly  to  open negotiations with the l1agr..reb 
_._  . 
coun~.~rles. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 
The  Com1cil  held an  exchange  of views  in preparation 
for the next meeting  of  the  EEC  - Yugoslavia Joint 
Committee  to  be  held at ministerial level  on 
24  July 1975  in Brussels. 
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RAW  MATERIALS  AND  DJ!:VELOPI\mNT  CO-OPERATIOH 
Following the  discussions at the meeting  of the 
European Council  on  16  o..nd  17  July  1975,  the  Council  was 
asked to  bring to  a  conclusion the  discussions  on  the 
definition of a  conm10n  position to  be  ao.opted  by  the 
Community  and its Uember  States as  regards  raw materials 
and  development  co-operation in view of forthcoming 
meetings at international level to  deal with relations between 
the  industrialized countries and  developinG countries. 
The  Council reached  common  standpoints on  o.ll the 
problems  before it. 
The  object  of this common  position is to  enable  the 
CoiD~Lmity to  submit  proposals for a  progrox~1o to  be 
negotiated and  implemented at international level although, 
being of course,  understood that final  arrm1gements  can 
only be  adopted·during the discussions  which vdll take 
place within the various international bodies  and  in the 
light of proposals  submitted by  the other partners. 
With  regard to  procedure,  the  Council a;5reed to 
maintain - as usual - close  co-ordination between the 
delGgations  in New  Yorlc  for the  entire  duration of the 
7th Special Session of the  General  Assembly  of the United 
Nations. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted,  D1  the official languages  of the 
Comrmxnities,  the Council Resolution  on  technological problems 
of nuclear SEfety. 
0 
0  0 
Food  Aid  --------
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Decisions 
- on  the  conclusion of the  Agreement  between the  Zliropean 
Economic  CorJlilU,."li ty and the Republic  of Niger  on  the  supply 
of skimmed  milk powder  (1,500 tonnes)  as  food  aid; 
- on  the  conclusion of the Agreement  between the  European 
Economic  Com.!JUllity  EJJld  the Office  of the United Nc-ttions  High 
Commissioner for Refugees  o:;.1.  the supply  of butteroil 
(300 tonnes)  and flour  of  co~non wheat  (5,000 tOlli"les  of 
common  wheat  in the form  of 3,311  tonnes  of flour  of  common 
wheat)  as  emergency  food  aid for the populations  affected 
by the  events  in Cyprus. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Co1.-:ncil  adop ~ed in  ·i:;he  official lan[;i.lages  of the 
Communi·cies  -~he  Regulations:: 
··  incre2.sing  the  amotmts  o:f  ·che  Community  tariff quotas  opened 
for  1975  by  Regula·i;ion  (El~C)  No  3110/74 for certain handwoven 
fabrics,  pile  and  chenille  nad.e  from silk or c,ycton,  and 
amending  ·che  list of te:;:tile  produc·cs. enti·clod to  be 
admitted U.Ilder  such  q_uot;as~ 
main·caining in effect end  amending  the  rules whereb;:l  inports 
in·co  Fra..11ce  of kni  t·cecl  gloves  originating in  ·~110  Republic  of 
Korea are  subject to  im:s>or·c  authorizations. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adol'tecl.  in the  official lanG·uaces  of the 
Communi ·i;i e s, 
·che  De cis  ions~ 
concerning ·che  proz:;..~82mne  of pilot schemes  and  studies 
·co  combat  p0verty; 
on action by  the  Social Fund  to  assist people  affected. 
by  employment  difficulties; 
the  Re comrc1endation  regarding the  principle of ·che  forty~hour 
weel~ and  four weeks 1  annual paid holid;::-,ys. 
0 
0  0 
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Relatj_ons  with the  AASM 1  ESTAF  and the  OCT 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of 
the  Communities~ 
- the Decisions 
- g~v1ng a  discharce  to  the  Commission  in respect  of 
the  implementation of the Development  Fund's 
operations with recard to the  OCT  (1st  Fund)  for 
the financial year  1971; 
- giving a  disch~rge to  the Cownission in respect  of 
the  implementation of  the.European Development 
Fund's operations  (1963)(2nd EDF)  for the financial 
year  1971; 
- giving a  discharge  to  the  Commission  in respect  of 
the  implementation of the European Development 
Fw1d 1s  operations  (1969)(3rd EDF)  for the financial 
year  i~71; 
- on  the allocation of the  amounts  to  lJe  repaid by 
the  Associated African States,  Madagascar  and 
~llauri  tius and the Overseas Countries and Territories 
on special  loans~ 
- on the  extension of certain transitional :ileasures 
in relations·with certain Overseas  Co~u1tries and 
Territories; 
- on maintaining the  :::trrangements  provided for in 
Articles 109(1),  114  and  119(1)  of the  Act  of 
Accession; · 
- Regulation concerning the application of Decision 
No  49/75  of the EEC-AASN  Association Council  and Decision 
No  4/75  of the EEC-ESTAF  Association Council  on 
tr~~sitional measures  to  be  applied after 31  January  1975 
(period  afte~ 31  July 1975). 
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EEO-GREECE 
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PRESS  RELEASE 
Brussels,  29  July 1975 
CEE-GR  34/75 
The  39th meeting at Ministerial level of the  EEC  - Greece 
Association Council was  held on Monday,  28  July 1975.  At  the· 
invitation of the Government  of the Republic  of Greece,  the 
meeting was  held in Athens  and  was  chaired by 
Mr Pa.na.yiotis  PAPALIGOURAS,  Minister for Co-ozrdination and 
Economic  Planning. 
The  Community  dele  gat  ion was  headed by Mr Mariano  RUMOR, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Italian Republic and 
President in Office of the Council of the European  Communi ties. 
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Also  taking part in the meeting of'  the Association Council 
on  behalf  of the Member  States were  Mr  Joseph VAN  DER  l'IIEULEN, 
Ambassador,  Permanent  Representative of Belgium to the European 
Communities;  Mr  Ivar N¢RGAARD,  Minister for External  Economic 
Affairs  of Denmark;  Mr  Hans~JUrgen WISCHNEWSKI,  Minister.of State 
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Germany;  Mr  Bernard  DESTREW~U, 
State Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs  of  France, 
Mr Justin KEATING,  Minister for  Industry and  Commerce  of  Ireland; 
Mr Mariano  RUMOR,  Mj.nister for Foreign Affairs of  Italy; 
Mr Jean DONDELINGER,  Ambassador,  Permanent  Representative of 
Luxembourg to.the European Communities;  lf~ Max  VANDER  STOEL, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the· Netherlands;  Mr  Roy  HATTERSLEY, 
Minister  of State at Foreign and Commonwealth  Office  of the 
United Kingdomo 
The  Commission was  represented by Sir Christopher  SOAMES, 
Vice-President  of the Commissiono 
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At  the beginning of the  meeting?  the President  of the 
Association Council,  the President in Office  of the  Council 
of the  Communities  and the Vice-President  of the  Commission 
expressed their profound satisfaction that the Association 
Council was  meeting for the first time  in the  Greek  capital 
in the  same  room in which,  fourteen years  previously,  the 
Association Agreement  had been signedo  The  meeting was 
taking place  almost  exactly one  year after Greece  had 
returned to  a  democratic  regimeo 
The  meeting was  thus  part  of the  process  which had 
begun  on  that  date  and which,  during the previous  month, 
had been given  concrete  form in the application by Greece 
for accession to the European Communities. 
Having  reviewed the progress  made  in the reactivation of 
the  Agreement,  in particular since the  previous Ministerial 
meeting  on  2  December  1974,  the Association Council  went  on 
to discuss  the process  of harmonization of the agricultural 
policies  of  Greece  and the  Community,  and  the  second 
Financial Protocol. 
As  regards the first point,  it was  agreed that a  joint 
examination of all the  remaining problems  would  be  undertaken 
at  expert level by the Association Committee,  in order to 
enable the Association  Co~cil to adopt  the  decisions  which 
were  essential for harmonization as  rapidly as  possible, 
priority being given to the fruit  and vegetables,  and wine 
sectors" 
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On  the question of the second  Financial Protocol,  on  the 
conclusion of which agreement  has  already been reached  in 
principle~ the Association Council took formal note that 
the Council of the Communities  would  in September begin 
studying the  communication recently forwarded  by the 
Commission,  so that the Association Council would  be  able 
to discuss the matter as  soon as  possible,  in view of the 
links between this matter and the harmonization of 
agricultural policies. 
The  Association Council ·then discussed the  future  of 
the Association in the  light of Greece's application for 
accession and  of the  harmonious  development  of relations 
between the  two  Parties. 
The  Association Council also noted that the procedure 
laid down  in the Treaties  establishing the  Communities  had 
been  commenced  as  soon as the  Greek application had  been 
received and that  the  Commission was  already in the  process 
of preparing the  Opinion required by the  Treaties. 
In conclusion,  the Association Council took the necessary 
steps to  ensure that,  in accordance with the  procedure laid 
down  in the  Athens  Agreement,  consultations  on  Community 
agricultural regula·tions would  be  intensified from September 
onwards., 
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990  e/75  (Presse  89) - 2  - 9. rr. 75 
The  Governments  of the member  States  and  the  Commission 
of the European Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
I\1r  Hans  Jy1rgen KRISTENSEN 
Germany: 
Mr  Joseph  ERTL 
Mr  Hans-..TUrgen  ROl-In 
France: 
r!lr  Christian BONrr.c•r 
Mr  Jean-Franc;ois  DENIAU 
Ireland~ 
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
Italy: 
lUnister for Agriculture 
Director-General 
~1inistry  of Agriculture 
minister for Agricultu£>e 
State  Secretary1  Ministry of 
Agriculture 
r.Iinister for Agriculture 
State  SecretB.ry,  Ministry of 
Agriculture 
Ministe.t for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Mr  QLovaruJ.i  MARCORA  Thnister for Agriculture 
rr1r  Arcangelo  10  BIANCO  State Secretary,  r1Tinistry  of 
Agriculture 
990  e/75  (Pre  sse  89)  lat/IH/paz  ••• /.  ~. ~~~!£E2}:}!S: 
Mr  Jean HAMILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHEI.\~ 
Netherlanc1s:  __  ..._ ...  .,,"._ _____ _ 
l\1r  A.P.L.M,M,  VAN  DER.  STEE 
Mr Frederick PEART 
Commission:  ___  ..... _  ....  ...,.. __ 
I/Ir P.J.,  LARDINOIS 
0 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State  SecretaiJr,  Nlinis~Gry of 
Agriculture 
rdinister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Idini  s t e r  of Agriculture  , 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Member 
0 
0 
990  e/75  (Presse  89)  lat/HI/mab '  - 4  -
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WINE 
The  Council  continued its discussion of a  package  of 
measures  designed to  improve  the wine market  situation, 
with regard both to  the  present  disturbance  on this market 
and to medium  and long-term problemsa 
Al\'IENDI>IEHT  OF  ·~nNE REGULATIONS 
At  the  close  of  i·t;s  discussions  the  Council was  able 
to record a  number  of converging views  on several of the 
problems  dealt with,  particularly those  concerning  planting 
arrangements  and various iilarket  support measures,  along 
with certain more  specific  problems. 
It instructed the  Special Committee  on Agriculture 
to  continue  diligently discussions  on the  problems still 
outstanding,  taking as  a  basis the  general principles . 
which  had been worked  out,  and  expressed the hope  that  an 
overall decision could be  reached at its next meeting 
(29  - 30  September 1975). 
990  e/75  (Presse  89)  hip/PB/jj  •  o ./  •  e.v - 5 -
PRESENT  MAPJCET  DISTURBANCES 
The  French delegation announced its intention to  apply 
Article  31(2)  of the  basic Regulation on wine.  This  exceptional 
measure will be  applied until  31  December  1975  at  the latest  a.11.d 
will involve  the  imposition of a  tax on  imports  into France  of 
table wines  from  Italy in order to  restore  balanced terms  of 
competitionr  since  France  considers  current  terms  to  be 
unfavourable  to her by reason of the  importation of table wines 
at  low prices  as  a  result  of monetary developments. 
After formal notification of the  above  measure,  the 
Co~nission will have  to  assess it in accordance  with the 
provisions  of the  above-mentioned Article. 
990  e/75  (Presse  89)  kin/paz .• 
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The  Governments  of the  ~~Iember States and  the  COi7lll1ission  of 
the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
~~!~i?.~ 
Mr  Renaat  VAN  ELSL..'\NDE 
Denmark 
~fir  Ivar N¢RGAARD 
l'!Tr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
n'll~  Hans-JUrgen  WISCHNEWSKI 
France 
lJ1r  Jean  SAUVLGN!o.HGUES 
Mr  Bernard  D:2STRElVLAU 
Ireland 
· Hr Garret  FITZGERALD 
.t~~l:t 
~.1r  Mariano  RtThiOR 
Mr  Adolfo  BATTAGLll4 
Ivlr  Jean  DONDELINGER 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  External  Economic 
:'lelations  and  Nordic  Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign l:  .. ffairs 
Minister of State, 
l'Hinistry  of  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
L:inistry of  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Poreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
Deputy  State  Secretary, 
r1Iinistry  of"l Foreign Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
991  e/75  (Presse  90)  ill/PA/im  • • o/ • o  e Netherlands: 
Mr  M.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
W.tr  L .J  •  BRINKHORST 
United  Kingdom: 
Mr  Roy  HATTERSLEY 
Commission: 
Mr  Fran9ois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
Sir Christopher SOA...lldES 
Mr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
0 
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Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of State, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
minister of State, 
Foreign and  Commonwealth  Office 
President 
Vice-President 
Hember 
0 
0 
991  e/75  (Presse  90)  ood/DJM/paz  ...  / ... - 4  - 16.IX.75 
PARIS  DIALOGUE 
The  Com1cil  agreed to  accept  the  French  Govel~uJent's 
invitation to the  Co!lLrnu.nity  "Go  take part  on  13  October  1975 
in a  further preparatory meeting for the  Conference  between 
industrialized and  developing com1tries. 
It instructed the Permm1ent  RepreseEtatives  Connni ttee to 
continuey  with the  aid  of  a  high-level  Working  Party 1  its 
ei~forts to  work  out  a  joint position on  the various  questions 
to be  discussed  at  the  Conference, 
991  e/75  (Press  90)  ott/STCS/dh  •••  /  0  •  0 - 5 -
1 6. IX.  75 
_EEC  - TUTKEY  AJ30CIATION  COUNCIL 
The  Council  prepared  the  position to be  adopted  by  the 
Community  on  the  various  items  on  the  agenda for  the  21st 
meeting  of  the  EEC  - Turkey  Association Council  to  be  held 
today. 
991  e/75  (P".cesse  90)  ill/Pi;./jn - 6  -
16.IX.75 
HIPLEL1ENTATIOH  OF  THE  LOLIE  CONVENTION 
The  Council heard  a  report by  I1Tr  CHEYSSOIT 1  iJember  of  the 
Comn1ission,  on  the  implementation of the  Lome  Convention.  He 
drew the attention of r,Iembers  o:f  the Council to  the  cons:j.derable 
number  of  ACP  States which had ratified the Convention and  called 
upon member  States to make  the necessary  e:i:forts to  ensure  that 
the  Cor.~.vention was  ratified in the near future,  thereby  enablin::; 
it to  enter into force within the next  few  months. 
Hr CHEYSSON  recalled that an  application lor accession to 
the  Lome  Convention had  been lodged  by  Sao  Tome  - Principe  and 
went  on  to  inform the  Council  of the  intention  o:C  certain other 
African territories  1  which l1ave  recently become  or are  shortly 
due  to  become  independentr  of  submitting similar applications. 
The  Community  would  studyr  in collaboration with the  ACP  States, 
the  conditions under which these applications would  be  examined. 
Finally1  !ilr  CHEYSSOiT  apprised the Council  of the  contacts 
which he has had with the  ACP  States regard.inc; the  implementation 
of the Convention and  stressed the  positive nature  of these talks. 
The  United Kingdom  delegation then drew  the Council
1 s 
attention to certain difficulties which have  arisen vvi th regard 
to  the actual level of  impor-t  charges  on  beel'  a.i'ld  veal  paid by 
exporters in Botswana.  The  Council agreed to  continue its 
examination of the matter. 
991  e/75  (Presse  90)  gra/AH/lmc  ...  I ... - 7 - 16  .. IXa75 
EXPORT  AGHEEIVJENTS  ON  CERTAIN  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS 
The  Council  took note  of  a  Commission  recommendation that 
negotiations  be  opened with the  Arab  Republic  of Egypt  on  an 
agreement  for the  supply  of agricultural prod.ucts •  It 
instructed the  Perm~1ent Representatives  Cormnittee  to  exrunine 
all  aspec·~s  of this  request  and to report bacl;:  ·~o  it, if possible 
in time  for its meeting  on  6  and  7  October next,  taldng due 
account  of the  opinion to be  delivered by the  rv'iinisters  of 
Agriculture. 
991  e/75  (Presse  90)  ill/AH/lis  • • v/ • • o - 8  - 16. IX. 75 
.  OVERALL  LillDITERRANEAN  APPHOACH  --·---
Afte:c hearing a  Corcnilission report  on  p:co(S.cess  in the 
negotiations vli th  val~io,J.G  countries  of the IIedi  terranean 
Basin,  ".riz.,  Spain,  Balta,  I:Iaghreb.~the  C01.mcil  discussed 
certa:i.n problems  outstandin;G:o  The  Conmissio:n  was  asked to 
continue its effort to  COl!1plete  the negotiations. 
Discussion of the matter vlill be  resumed at  the  Council 
meeting on  6  and  7  October. 
The  Council  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to continue its examination of the  Conrrilission  1 s 
proposals  concernin~ ·t;he  expansion of the  overall 
Mediterranean approach,  so  that it could  submit  a  draft 
Directive to the  Council at the  earliest opportunity to 
enable ne3otiatio:ns rti  th the Liachrak countries to  begin. 
in the near future. 
991  e/75  (Presse  90)  ill/AH/j  j  •oo/••• 
f - I  - 15.IX.75 
IVIISCELI.A:NEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities 
- the  Decision authorizing the  extension or t2.cit renewal  of 
certain trade  agreements  concluded between 1VJ:e1:1ber  States and 
non-meElber  countries; 
- the  Regulation  concludinc;  the  trade  co-operation agreement 
between the European Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of 
Sri  Lanta~ 
The  Council  formally  approved 
- the  agreement  between  t;.le  EEC  and  the  United I.Iexican  States; 
- the  exchBnge  of letters on  transport. 
0 
0  0 
T'.ne  Council  approved  the  Co-operation Agreement  between 
the Europea.11.  Atomic  Energy  Community  and  the  International 
Atomic Energy Agency., 
The  contracting parties will  consult  one  another regularly 
on matters  of rnutu8J.  interest in order to harmonize  their efforts 
as far as possible  to achieve  the  ends  defined by the  Statute 
of  the Agency  and  the  Treaty  establishing the  CollnJu.ni ty,  having 
due  regard to their respective  character and  objectives. 
0 
0  0 
991  e/75  (Presse  90)  thy/MI/mf - II -
15.IX.75 
The  Council,  acting  on  a  proposal  from  the National Union 
of Mineworkers,  appointed mr  Joseph GORiilLEY,  President  of  the 
NationaJ,  Union of  ~hneworkers,  and Mr  Lawrence  DALY,  Secretary 
of  the National Union  of Mineworkers,  members  of  the ECSC 
Consultative Cow.mittee  for the  perioci  ending  on  26  June  1976o 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted  the Decision appointing ten United 
Kingc"'..om  members  of the  Economic  and  Social  Committee  for the 
period ending  on  16  September  1978. 
They  are: 
Lord ALLEN,  CBE 
General Secretary,  Union  of Shop,  Distributive and 
Allied_  Workers 
Mr  David  BASNETT 
General  Secretary,  National Union of General  and 
Municipal vVorkers 
Mr  Reginald  N#  BOTTIHI,  CBE 
General  Secretary,  National Union  of Agricultural 
and Allied Workers 
Lora_  BHIGINSIIAV/ 
Former  General  Secretary,  :National Society  of 
Operative Printers,  Graphical  and Media Personnel 
Mr  Jack  Lo  JONES,  lVIBE 
General Secretary,  Transport  and  General Workers
1  Union 
Mr  Terence  PARRY,  OBE 
General Secretary,  Fire Brigades Union 
991  e/75  (Presse 90)  ray/DJl'J/iin  ,  ••  /  0  6  • - III - 15.IX.7:: 
Mrs  C.  marie PATTERSON,  OBE 
National Woman  Officer,  Transport  and General 
Workers'  Union 
l'.:1r  Lionel  J'l!URRJI~Y,  OBE 
General  Secretary,  Tra~es Union Congress 
Wlr  W.G.N.  WIILLER 
Executive Director of  Save  and Prosper  Li~ited 
Mr  Guy  HUNTER,  OBE 
Overseas Development  Institute. 
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The  Governments  of the  member  States  and the 
Commission  of the European Communities  were  represented 
as  follows: 
BelgiUJ1_!: 
Thlr  Gaston  GEENS 
Denmark: 
Irrr  Jens  CiiRISTENSEN 
Germany: 
~~ Joachim HIERLE 
France: 
Ivir  Christian PONCELET 
Ireland:  ---
liT  1lichael  BEGLEY 
Italy: 
Ifu>  Adolfo  BATTAGLIA 
Mr  Jean  DONDELINGER 
S·i:;ate  Secretary for the  Budget 
and Scientific Policy 
State Secretary, 
tlinistry of Forei&-1'1  Affairs 
State Secretaryp 
Ministry of  Finrffice 
State Secretary, 
m.nistry of Economic  Affairs  and 
Finance 
Parliamentar;y·  Secre·l;ary to the 
I1Iinister :for Local  Government 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Idinistry  of J!'orei[!,n  Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
1048  e/75  (Presse  98)  ans/DJM/jj  ...  ; ... '· 
Netherlands: 
iVlr  L. J.  BRI1"TJ-:IORST 
Mr Jo{:!l  BARNETT 
Commission: 
Nr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
- 3  - 22.IX.75 
State  Secretary :for Foreign 
Affairs 
Cl:ief Secretary -to  t~1e  Treasur;}r 
member 
0 
0  0 
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1:1EETING  vlfiTH  A DELEGATION  FR0r:1  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAl'!IENT 
Before  setting down  to  establish the  draft budget  for the 
financial year  1976?  the  Council,  in the presence  of the 
Commission,  met  a  delegation from  the  European Parliament,  led 
by Lord  BESSBOROUGH,  Vice-President,  and  consisting of 
Mr  COINTAT,  rapporteur,  r:Ir  AIGW.r.ill  and Miss  FLESCH. 
This meeting enabled the President  and  the members  of the 
Council not  only to hear the  Parliament delegation's initial 
political refle.ctions  ons  on the  preliminary draft budget  but 
also to hold  a  frank  and  constructive  exchange  of views  on  a 
number  of basic  problems  arising from  the  budget  both generally 
and in particular,  with regard to  1976,  on the margin for 
manoeuvre  granted to  the  European Parliament for increasing 
non~corrpulsory expenditure, 
All who  took part in the meeting were  unanimous  that the 
climate  in which it had taken place  augured well for the 
subsequent  development  of talks between the  Council  and  the 
European Parliament  on  budget matters. 
Whilst  discussing the  establishment  of the  draft  1976  budget, 
the  Council bore  in mind  the  worries  expressed by  the Parliament 
delegation and  the main points  of the  discussion which followed. 
1048  e/75  (Presse  98)  ell/JB/paz  '.f.o./o•o - 5  - 22.IX.75 
SUPPLEiiiENTARY  BUDGET  No  3 
The  Council  examined  t:1e  requests  submitted by  the 
Comr.1ission  in provisional draft  supplementary  budget  no  3 
for  1975  (a.ddi tional staff requested for the  implementation 
of the  Lome  Convention and  decided to  grant most  of these 
requests under the  draft  general  budget  for  1976. 
SUPPI,Ef,JENTARY  AND  RECTIFYING  BUDGET  No  4 
The  CoU11cil  drew up  draft  supplementary  and rectifying 
budget  no  4  for  1975.  The  draft  budget  comprises  an 
agricultural  section  (approximately  260  TiiUA)  and  a  research 
section  (a..pproxima tely  8  !;IUA). 
1048  e/75  (Presse  98)  swa/PB/ved  ooo/eo• - 6  ...  23.IX.75 
The  Cotmcil  :;_nan:::oc'- o-v-er  the  variO\)S  proble:ns  raisee. 
by  t~~c  }.FolininaT::"  d.re.ft  ,s;ene:~8.l  bnd,3·ct  o::.'  t~1e  Cor,u:J.unitj_er; 
fo~c 1976. 
IJ~  the  course  of  :Lts  cUscussions,  the  Cor.ncil  exa:1ineC: 
all  ·t;lco  chapters  of  t}·,.e  lJ:::--eliminar~'  c~raft 
1 0"l)(:~:_;'"t, 
pi:n.:pointing those  :1roble;,1s  ··iil:ic)~  rei::1ainec.  to be  solved 
at  a  :::ort~1COElin;;~ Lleetinc. 
Ti:2.ere  are :four sections in the  c;ene::.~al  bw:'tcot 
col·TcD)Ol"lc1inc  to  the  Cm;JHuni  t~r  Institutions:  Parlia:::ent, 
ConiJ.cil,  Corrnnissj_on  anc'.  Court  of Justice.  ::Jiscu::-3sions 
cent~cd on  the  draft  b~Cset for  the  Co~~ission, this 
beinc  ·c}·:.e  opcrati·."e  l'JaJ..~t  of  the  Com:ltmj_tics:  budget. 
8ince  the  Co:.mcil  ·  ..  e.s  to  submit  the  c1::..'a:::'t  bl'.d.{~ct 
to  thn· European  Pa::.nlia::,cmt  b;'/  5  October  1975,  it will  be 
continuinr;  wo:;.~l:  on this at  a  i;wetine;  to  be  l:,.elc~  on 
2S  SopteQber  1975. 
10<-8  e/75  (Presse  98)  ell/PB/jJ  ...  ; . a.. _,. 
- I  - 22.IX  .. 75 
1\USCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cou.-·1.cil  adopted  il'l  the  official  ltmgua~es of 
the Communities,  the Re{s"1J.L:ttion  concerning certain urgent 
measures  concerning imports  of certain textile  ~LJrod.ucts 
originating in the Republic  of Korea. 
0 
0  0 
The  Cm  .. mcil expressed  OD.~eement with the  Co:!.unission  on 
the  princi~Jle of and  arrangements  for particilxd;ion by  the 
Community  cmr1  the  ~ilember Sta·ccs  in  ~.:;he  negoti:::::t;ion  of a  new 
Internatio:::1al  Cocoa  AgreciJent  <md  adopted the  directives 
which are  to  gover~~ the  Commission
1s  conduct  of these 
negotiatiOl"ls. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  agreed that the Triennial Convention with 
UNRVvA  on  ;:,id  to refugees  in co1.mtries  in the f.Iic"lc'Ue  E2,st 
should be  renewed  and  a"lJ.thorized  the  Commission to  open 
negotiations with u:rmwA  fo:;.~  this  purpose. 
1048  e/75  (Presse 98)  ton/JI-.1/ jmf - II - 22.IX.75 
On  s.  lJTOl)OSal  from  the  Netherlc:nds  Gover:ruJent,  the Council 
s.ppointec1 Iir H.K.  VOS,  Plv.  Hoofd  van  de  Afdeling Internation;:-..le 
:~_rbeidsmarktzo.l:en  en  Iijmic;rr.~tie,  .s.  member  of the  Acl.visory 
Commi ttec  on Vocational  Tr~:_ining to replace  r,!r  VESSEUB~  who 
:t1as  resic;I1ecl 9  for the  rmm;,i:ader  of the latter
1s  term  of  officer 
i.e. ill'ltil 30  J2nuary  1976. 
0 
0  0 
On  2-.  ~1ro~1osal from  the Un.i ted Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council o.ppointec1  r·.Cr  I:'Iatthcw  J .G.  YvYLIE,  Director, 
Metthew Wylie  ( 1972)  Ltcl. 1  o.  member  of the  Economic  ~Ulll  Socic:.l 
Co!lliuittee  for the  period  endi11g  16·Septec,1ber  1978. 
1048  e/75  (J?rosse  98)  ton/Jl'I/  jn1f 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and the 
Commission  of the European Cormnuni ties were  represented 
as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Willy  DE  CLERQ 
Mr  Fernsnd  HEilliiAN 
Denmark: 
mr  Per H.ARICI{ERUP 
r.Ir  Kurt  HANSEN 
Mr  ErH.:  HOFFI\'IEYER 
Germ  ...  'Ul;y: 
Mr  Hans  .A:PEL 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
Mr  Karl-Otto  POEHL 
rllr  Karl  KLASEN 
France: 
Mr  Jean-Pierre  FOURCADE 
Mr  Bernard  CLAPPIER 
Ireland: 
Mr  Brendan  DILLON 
mr  Charles  fiTURRAY 
Hinister for Finance 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Ivlinister for Economic Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Economic  Affairs 
Governor  of the National  Bank 
Ivlinister for  Finonce 
State Secretary, 
I11inistry for Econor.tic  Affairs 
Sta·te  Secretary, 
tlinist ry for Finance 
President  of the National  Banlc 
Tilinister for Econoraic  Affairs  and 
Finance 
Governor  of the Banlc  of l"rance 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Secretary-General 
1linistry for Finance 
Governor  of the  Central Bailie 
1047  e/75  (Presse  97)  rob/PB/jj  u • • ;  ••  0 m:r  Emilio  COLml[BO 
Mr  Paolo  BAFFI 
l:~~~@E~~Ee: 
mr  Ra;ymond  VOUEL 
Netherhm:Cs  ~ 
Th1r  W  .F"  DUISENBERG 
Mr  J.  ZIJLSTRA 
Mr  Edmund  BELL 
Commission: 
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Minister for the Treasury 
Governor  of the Bank  of Italy 
Lanister for Fina...'l.ce 
I:Iinister for Fin011ce 
President  of the  Bn1k  of  the 
NetherlMds 
Pa;ymas t er-General 
!.1r  l!'rro1gois-Xavier  ORTOIJI  President 
Mr  WulheJ:!l  HAFERK.ANP  Vice-President 
Also  present  were~ 
Mr  Erik HOFFI;IEYER 
1\~r  C • J.  OOB.T 
Mr  Silv211o  PALUl\ffiO 
Chairman  of the Comnittee  of 
Governors  of the Central Ba1ks 
ChairmM  of the Honetary Committee 
Chairman of the  Co--ordinating 
Committee  on Short-terJll Economic 
tUld  Financial Policies 
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COMMUNITY  EXCHANGE  SYSTEri 
The  Council took  forrn.al  note  of a  statement  by the  BelgiE.lJ. 
Ti!inister for Finance,  Mr  Hilly  DE  CLER.CQ,  on the  outcome  of a 
meeting held today between the  li'in211ce  Ministers  Md the 
Governors  of the Central Ben1::s  taking part  in the  Community 
exchange  system,  the  so-called SnaJ.ce,  and  a  Swiss  c1elegation 
led by the Swiss  Finance Einister and the  Governor  of the 
Swiss  National Benk. 
According to the  statenwnt,  all the  delegations taking 
part  in the !l1eeting agreed una.nimously  that,  i:1  principle, 
they were  in favour  of the Swiss  franc  joining the Snake. 
They  asked the Committee  of  Governors  to  continue with all 
due  speed their examination  of certain technicnl l')I'Oblems  which 
still hacl  to be  studied in greater depth  and to report  baclc  to 
them  on this ms.tter at their next  meetingo 
The  Council agreed to  continue  examining this  item at its 
next  meetil1g. 
1047  e/75  (l)resse  97)  ell/PB/  ji·nf  .. ... ; ... 22.IX.75 
ElJRATOM  LOAiiJ"S 
The  Colli'1Cil  examined  certain aspects  - administration 
of loans,  :problems  of public  guarantees  and  am01.mt  of the 
loans  - of tl1e  draft  Decision to  empower  the  Conunission 
to issue Euratom loans  with a  view to  a  Community 
contribution to the  financing  of nuclear power stations. 
Following the  discussion,  the  Council  instructed the 
Perraanent  Representatives  Co~nittee to  continue  examining 
the draft  Decision and to submit  a  report to it for its 
next  meeting., 
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ECONOMIC  SITUATION  IN  T:rrr:;  COT-.TI\IUNITY 
The  Cow~cil briefly discussed the measures  already taken 
or to  be  t2.keH  by  the  different Member States to stimulate 
their economies,  using a  report by the  Chc:.irmrJ.~  of the 
Co-ordinating Committee  on  Short-term Economic  ro~·-~  l"inancial 
Policies  as  a  basis. 
0 
0  0 
The  next  Eleeting of the  I:conomics  and  Fincmce  Council 
will be  held  on  17  Novembero COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
359th meeting of the  Council 
- Agri cul  t'vlre  -
Brussels,  29  and  30  September  1975 
President~ Mr  Giovanni  I.1ARCORA 
t1inister of  Agriculture 
of  the  Italian Republic 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States and  the Commission 
of the European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Paul  DALSAGER 
Germany: 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen TIOHR 
France: 
Mr  Christian BONNET 
Mr  Jean-Frangois DENIAU 
Ireland: 
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
Italy: 
Mr  Giovanni  lYIARCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Secretary of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Secretary of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
Secretary of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
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Jean HALULIUS 
Albort  BEECHEI'.1 
Netherlands~ 
- 3  - 30.9.75 
Minister for Agriculture 
Secretary of State, 
T·1inistry  of  Agl~icul  ture 
~~r  A.P.L.~.1.N.  V.AJ:.T  DE:8.  STEE  J.I:Iinister  for Agriculture 
and Fisheries 
Uni  t_ed  Kingdom: 
r!Tr  Frederick PEART 
Commission: 
IJr P.J.  LARDINOIS 
rtiinister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  aDd  Food 
f-.: ember 
0 
0  0 
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ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  SUGAR  T•.'l.ARKET 
The  Council has  agreed  on the  guidelines it intends  to 
follow in regard to  the  additions  to  be made  to  the  basic 
regulation for F.O.D.  and  ~.C.P.  sugar as  well as  the  special 
measures  for the  1975/76  sugar year. 
The  enacting tenns  in question will include  the following 
main elements: 
a  system of levies for the A.C.P.  sugar and  a  system of 
subsidies for F.O.D.  sugar will be  established to  equalise  the 
conditions  of competition 
a  subsidy of  1.07 U.A ..  per  100  leg  of white  sugar will be  granted 
for the period from  1 March  to  30  June  1975  to F.OoD.  sugar 
refined in  a  refinery located in one  of the Member  States  of 
the  Community 
for the  period  from  1 July  1975  to  30  June  1976,  the  levy lmown 
as  the  differential levy - to be  paid by mixeG  refineries 
refining preferential sugar  (A.C.P.  and  Indian)  - will be  fixed 
at  1.20 U.A.  per  100  kg of sugar 
for the  same  period,  the  subsidy - lcnovv.n  as  the differntial 
amount  - for F.o.D.  sugar will be  fixed at  1.20  U.A.  per  100  kg 
'  under the  same  conditions  as  above 
the  ConiDlission will carry out  a  study during the  1975/76  sugar 
year of the  comparative  costs of the  various  types  of refineries 
to  ensure  just conditions  of  competition between the  pure 
refineries  and  the mixed  refineries located in the  Community. 
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These  provisions will 2m•xe  to  be  gi  1.ren  lege.l  fo:~m so  -Gha·~ 
tl1ey  can  be  c..dop-Ged  at  ·che  ne:z·~  mee·cing  on  agrictL1 :;ure. 
The  C01.mcil  laid dO\"iYl  -~he  follov-ving  guidelines  for the 
})eriod  af-'cer  1  July  1 976  ant.  ·c).le  Coi:mlission will,  in due  cou::.:'se  ~ 
::.ru!Jmi t  approp:~iate proposals  to it  . which will apply as  from  the 
1 976/77  sugar year: 
consideration of the  ve.rious  factors  vThich  influence  ·che 
determination of refining .margins  :for  cane  suga1'  in the 
Community  so  as  to  avoid  any  distortion of  com~~e-~i-cion 
oe·cween  j:'e:fineries,  regardless  of whe:ce  their :c'ar;r  cGne  sngar 
supplies  co;:ne  from; 
fixing the  cl.ifferential levy to  be  a}Jplied in 1 976/77  and 
thereafter,  ·caking as  the  main factor the  resul·co  of the 
ComrairJsion  s·i~1)_::1y  referre·:l  ·co  above~ 
laying do•;m  general  conL~i·cions for the  disposal  of  raw  co.ne 
sng2.r  fror:1  the  French  Ove:'seas  Departrr1ents,  vrhici1  will  be 
such as  ·co  ensv.re  ·cl!B-c  this  31)_gar  can in fact  be  cl.iSJ.10secl  of 
in the  Cm:;rrn1mi ty v1ithou·c  chsc:c'iminating be·cween  Cormuni ty 
1mc1er·caldngG  <mel.  in  compliEmce  v.ri-Gh  the  :p:-cinciple  of  ComLTt1.'1i·c~y 
prefeo:-ence. 
e  •  o/  o  o  o - 6  - 30. 1X. 75 
Win2  Sector 
The  Council had  a  wide-ranging  debate  on various problems 
concerning the  amendments  to  be made  to  the  basic regulation 
on  "Wine
11
• 
This  debate has not  ~ret  enabled any final ar;reement  to  be 
reached,  but it has  given the delegations which are mainly 
concerned the  opportunity of reaching a  better tm.O..erstanding 
of their respective points of view and of clarifying their  ovv11. 
positions. 
On  the basis of these  discussions,  the  Comaission is now 
in a  position to  draw  up  8.Jl  overall compromise  proposal which 
will take  into account  the  anxieties expressed by  the  delegations 
and will be  zubmitted to  the  Council at its next meeting on 
13  and  14  October  1975.  The  Council hopes  to  reo.ch  a  decision 
on that date. 
In regard to  the  to.x  applied by  the  French Government  to 
imports of Italian wine,  the  French  delegation has  confirmed 
that it will reply within the next  few  days  to  the note  sent 
to it by  the  Commission. 
The  Commission will examine  this reply as  soon as 
possible  and will advise  t:he  I;Iember  States of its conclusions. 
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LONG-TE?.IJ  COHTI?.ACTS  FOR  THE  E~~PORT OF  AGHICULTUllAL  Pl10DUCTS 
The  Cm.:mcj_l  held a  gene:-cal  discussion  on  the  conclusion 
of  long~te:rm contracts with non··l!1ember  countries for the  supply 
of agricultural products. 
In their con-Gri butiom;;  ·co  this debate  the various 
delegations  l".lOintecl  out that  ·c~le  system  was  a  useful  one  hut 
·chat  its api>lication  could  hEwe  some  limitations and  stressed 
both the  acl.vruri:;2,ges  of  cteveloping such  a  policy  a.."'1d  the  caution 
with  which it should be  approached. 
The  Council  also  discussec1  ·che  Corrmlission  recor.1mendation 
on  an agreement  Yvi th the  A:c~a.b  Hep~  .. blic of Egypt  for the  supply 
of  agricultu:;.~al  products~  ='Jm"·ciCl.i.larly  cereals,  sugar7  beef 
and veal  a.."'1d  mill~: products. 
The  ou·ccome  of the  diccussion  was  that  ·i:;he  Co1..mcil  declared 
itself favourably  inclined to  ·che  Com.lnission  initia·cive  and 
agreed to  instruct the  Special  Conunittee  on Agriculture  to 
continue  the  ·ceclmical  exa;:lina-~ion of this matter in ·che  light 
of today' s  discussions  and  ·co  report  to  the  C01.mcil  at  i t.s 
lleJ:t  meeting. 
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THE  IMRKET  IN  HOPS 
At·  the  request of the  Germe..n  delegation,  the Council 
discussed the  present si  -t;uation  on  the market in hops. 
Pending receipt of the  Opinion of the European 
·Parliament on  the  Co1mrission  proposal,  the  Council noted 
that there  was  majority c:.greement  among  the  delegations 
on  the  amount  of aid for  1974  and  a  decision  could  therefore 
be  taken as  soon as  the Parliament  had  given its Opinion • 
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MILK  PRODUCTS 
The  Council  discussed the  proposal  for a  regulation 
laying dovm  a  special measure  in respect  of the  disposal  of 
skimmed  mill~ pov;der in public  stocks  with  a  view to its 
export in t;_le  form  of  compom1.cl  feeding-stuffs~ 
It was  agreed at the  close  of these  discussions  that 
the  Special Collllni ttee  on  Ag:ricul ture  should  be  instructed 
to  continue  examination of this question to  enable  the 
Council  to hold further  te::,ll;:s  on  the matter at. its meeting 
on  13/14  October. 
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The  Council adopted,  in the official lane:uages  of 
the  CoEIJ~lmi  ties~ 
the B.c2,1.1lation  layh1.c;  Clovm  special rules ior imports 
of  pl~oducts in the  wine  sector oric;inatinc in certain 
tb  .. ircl  countries  y 
·- the Regulations  8.J.i1Emding 
-·  Her;ulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  laying  ci.o':'.T~  special 
;:wam:.rcs  for  iDproving the  production f'...nd 
marl:eting of Coumn.u'lity  citrus fruit; 
-- Regu.lation  (EEC)  l'To  2601/69  laying clovm  r~pccial 
measures  to  encourage  the  processing of certain 
varieties of  oranges; 
- Regulation  ( E:CC)  No  1035/72  on the  co<<lil10l1 
orc;anization of the me.rket  in fruit  ru1.cl. 
vec;etables; 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  657/75  as  regards  the  standard 
quality for  col~;a and  rape  seed. 
0 
0  0 
HISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the official lru1guages  of 
the  Cor::111:1..mities,  the  Decision concluding the  Agreement 
in the  for:·,,  of an  exchange  of letters renevling the 
Agree!itent  on Trade  ancl  ~Cech...n.ical  Co-operation between 
the  Eu:c~opean Economic  Co;;:m:uni ty and  the  I-Jeruber  States, 
of the  one  part,  and  the  Lc;banese  Republic,  of the 
othel~  p<:n~t. 
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·-- Forej_gl.,_  Aff<:cirs  ·-
Luxembourg,  6  anJ_  7  October  "197:, 
President:  f/Ir  Mariano  RUMOR, 
Minis-~er for Foreign Affairs  of the 
Republic  of Italy 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and  the  Commission  of the 
European  Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
~~!g~~~~· 
Mr  Renaat  VAN  EJJSJJANDE 
Denmark~ 
Mr  Ivar Nj?RGAARD 
Mr  Jcns  CHRISTENSEN 
M:r  Hans--Dietrich GENSCHER. 
i\1r  Hans--Jurgen  WISCHNEWSKI 
"?i:ance  ~ 
Mr  J C8l1  SAGVAJ.N.ARGUES 
~,Tr  Jell,:;.  KELLY 
~~-~:~y: 
Mr  NiarianCl  ROI\:10R 
Mr  JlcloJ.fo  .:J.ll..TTAGLIA 
Mr  Marcel  l!lii.Rl' 
Minister for Foreign.Affairs 
Minister :for External Economic 
Relations  and N6rchc Affairs 
State Secretary 1  Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs 
Minister for For§!ignAf':fairs 
State  Sec:rr~tary  9 ·Ministry of 
Forej_gn  Af~~airs 
ifL1.niste:r fo:r.'  ~"oreign Affairs 
Pe.rlia:!lentary  ::.:ecretary 
Minister for Foreigu Affairs 
Deputy  SSate  Secretary, 
1\hn:i.stry  for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Economic  Affairs Netherlands: 
---~,......_....-...._ 
Mr  M.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  L.J.  BRINKHORST 
•Qni!~£~~i!:!~££~:  . 
Mr  James  CALLAGHAN 
Mr  Roy  HATTERSLEY  ·. 
Commission:  --------- Mr  Frangois;..Xavier  ORTOLI. 
Sir Christopher  SOAlVIES 
lVlr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
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Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth  Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Foreign  and  Commonwealth  Office 
President 
Vice-President 
Member 
0 
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\  SPAIN 
,. 
The  Council noted that negotiations  between  the  EEC  and Spain  could 
not  be  resumed at  the present  time. 
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OVERALL  MEDITERRANEAN  APPROACH 
. , The  Council  took  stock of the negotiations with the Maghreb  countries 
and Malta. 
With  regard to preparation of the Directives  on  the  opening of 
negotiations with the Machrek  countries,  the  Council  discussed the main 
items  involved  on  the basis of a  progress  report  given  by  the  Chairman of 
the  Permanent Representatives  Committee.  It invited the Permanent 
Representatives  Cormnittee  to  take  what  ever action was  needed to  enable  the 
Council  to  decide  on  this matter at its next  meeting. 
PORTUGAL 
The  Council  proceeded to  prepare the  Community  position to  be  adopted 
during the talks with the representatives  of the Portuguese  Government, 
which  took  place  during this meeting  (1). 
(  )  See  joint  statement  issued on  this occasion 
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LONG-TERM  CONTRACTS  FOR  EXPORTS  OF  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS: 
EGYPTIAN  REQUESTS 
After being  informed of the  progress made  to  date 
within the  different  bodies  with regard to  the  c-ommission 
recommendati?n  on  the  opening  of negotiations with the Arab 
Republic  of  Egypt  concerning an agreement  for the supply 
of agricultural  products~  the Council had an  exchange  of 
views  on  the various  aspects  of the  case. 
It agreed to  reconsider this  case at its next meeting 
on  the basis  of  a  comprehensive  report  by  the Permanent 
Representatives  Committee. 
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PARIS  D.IALOGUE · 
. The  Council had  an  exchange  o:f  view 'ih  preparation for the 
· new  meeting  ( 13  October  in Paris)  preliminary to the  conference 
b~?tween industrialized arid  developing countries  proposed by.the 
President  of the  French Republic. 
1131  e/75  (Presse  106)  ...  / ... 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Co·.mcil  adopted  in the  official languages  of  the  Communi ties 
a  DeGision  authorizing  the  extension  or tacit renewal  of certain trade 
agreements  concluded  between Member. S:tates ·and  third countries. 
0 
0  0 
Ona proposal  by  the  French  Government,  the  Council  appointed 
lVIr  Robert  FONTENEAU,  Chef  de  Bureau des  Conventions  Internationales,  as 
alternate member  of  the  Advisory  Committee  on  Social Security for 
Migrant  Workers,  in place  of Mr  LEBEAU,  retiring alternate member,  for 
the  :remaining duration. of .the  latter  Q s  period  of office,  i.e. until 
28  April  1976. 
-.· ..  ·. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  by  the  French  Government,  the  Council  appointed 
Mrs  Jeannine  BARBERYE,  Administrateur Civil chargee  de  Mission a la 
Delegation a l'Emploi,  as  member  uf  the  Advisory  Committee  on  Vocational 
Training,  in place  of lVIr  LAPIERRE,  retiring member,  for  the  remaining 
duration of the latter 0s  period of office,  i.e. until  30  January  1976. 
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FOOD  AID 
The  Cou:q.cil  recorded the  Co.uununity's  agreement  to the-projects 
submitted by the  ICRC  concerni:r..g the  supply of the following products  for 
free  distribution to  certain needy categories  of the  Indi~ p6.pulat.ion: 
.- i,  000  torines  of  skimmed milk  powder 
- 3,534 tonnes  of cereals. 
'ro  enable  Pakistan to meet  urgent  food  requirements~  the Council 
d8cided to allocate to that  country,  as  emergency  aid,  a  quantity  (over  and 
abo'.;-e  the  20,000  "tonnes  alread_y  provided for under the  1974/1975 
ImpJ..emeDtation  Plan) of  4  ~ 000  tonnes  of cereals to be  charged to  the 
s~:isting reserve,. 
U::-~a.er  the Triennial  Conven~ion with  UNRWA  for sugar supplies,  the 
Council  deci~edto reimburse  UNRWA  for the  purchase  of  2~000 tonnes  of sugar 
',ohid~~  because  of the market  situation at  the time,  the  Community  had been 
·)_:>J.:=tble  to  supply \'ii thin the  required  period of time  and  of which  UNRWA  ·had 
:~t:nJ_ in urgent  need, 
i-: 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and  the  Commission_ 
of the European  Cbmmurt:l ties were represent  ea.  as  follows:  ,  _ 
!!~;!;g!~: 
Mr  Josef  VAN  DER  MEDLEN-.·· 
Denmark: 
Mr  Wilhelm  ULRICHSEN 
Mr  Egan  BAHR 
France: 
Mr  Bernard  DESTREIVIAU 
I1·eland~ 
Mr  John  KELLY 
Mr Adolfo  BATTAGLIA 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
.....  ·····.·- ·····. 
Ambassador, ... 
Permanent  Repres€mtative 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs·· 
Minister for  Econ6mic  Co-operation 
State  Secretary to  the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 
Parliamentary Secretary, 
Department  of  Foreign Affairs 
Deputy  State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
President  of the  Government, 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
· ......... . 
i ·j 82  e/75  (Presse  112)  ico/DJM/sla Net.b.erlands: 
-~  ................. _  _....._  .. 
Mr  J ~P.  PRONK 
United Kingdom:  ---·-------.-.---
Mr  Reginald PRENTICE 
Commission: 
. - 3  - l3.X.75 
Minister for Development 
Co-operation 
Minister for Overseas 
Development 
Mr  Claude  CHEYSSON  Member 
0  0 
...... 
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In  the  light of  the  report presented  by  Mr  FRONK,  the 
Netherlc..nds  Minister for  Development  Co-operation,  who  chaired 
the  SpecL-~1  Commi ttce  in New  York,  the  Council  held  c..n  exchsnge 
of views  on  the  outcome  of  the  7th Speciul Session  of  the  United 
Nations  Gener8.1  Assembly  on  relations  between  the  developing 
countries  ru~d  the  industrialized countries. 
The  following  aspects  were  discussed  in depth: 
financie.l  and  technical eid  on  the  part of  the  Community  to 
non-associated developing countries 
- action to  be  tc,ken  to  follow up  the  World  Food  Conference 
- International Agriculturo.l  Development  Fund  (IADF) 
- Food  Aid 
- implementation  of  the  resolution  on  the  hc.rmonization  ond 
co-ordination of  development  co-operation policies within  the 
Community. 
In conclusion  to  their discussions  the  Council  instructed 
the  Perm2:nent  Represe::1tati  ves  Committee  to  study  these  questions 
further~ bea,ring  in mind  the  points  1vhich  had  arisen in  the  course 
of  the  discussions,  pc,rticuln.T  reference  being p::tid  to  the 
question of po..rticip2tion  in  the  Intern<:.tion:.:'.l  Agricul  turo..l 
Development  Fund" 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission  of the 
European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Poul  DALSAGER 
Germany: 
Mr  Joseph  ERTL 
Mr  Hans  Jlirgen ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Christian BONNET 
Mr  Jean-Frangois  DENIAU 
Ireland: 
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
Italy: 
Mr  Giovanni  ~!IARCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for  AgricuJI..ture 
and Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary 
Ministry of Agriculture 
••••  /  0  •• !:::::~~~!?~~;E:g: 
Mr  Jean HAMILIUS 
Mr ·'Albert  BERCHEM 
Netherlands: 
Mr  A.PoL.M.N.  VAN  DER  STEE 
:Q!!i!~~~i!}g~,2~: 
Nrr  Frederick PEART 
Commission: 
Mr  P.J.  LARDINOIS 
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0 
Minister for Agriculture 
Secretary of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture. 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 9  Fisheries 
and. Food 
Member 
0 
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LONG-TERM  TRADE  AGREEMENTS 
The  Council  held a  detailed exchange  of views  on  the long-term trade 
agreements  to  be negotiated with the  Arab  Republic  of Egypt  covering 
exports ofagricultural products  from  the  EEC  (cereals,  white  sugar,  beef 
and veal  and milk  products). 
The  discussion  enabled the  delegations  to  make  knovm  their views 
both on  the agricultural policy in general  and  on technical  details. 
At  the  end  of its discussions,  the  Council  recorded that it was 
favourable  towards  the  broad lines  of the  Commission  proposals.  In the 
light of the  discussions  which took  place at  the meeting,  the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee will prepare the  decision of principle  on 
which the Council will be  asked to  take  a  decision at its meeting  on 
5  and 6  November  1975. 
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MILK  PRODUCTS 
----------·~· 
ThE:  Council  recorded its agreement  in principle  on  the Regulation 
laying  dovm  e:~  specj_al.  measure  fo1  the  disposal~  in the  form of  compound 
feedingstuffs~  of  skimmed milk  powder  from  public  stocks.  On  the 
basis  of this  Regul::o~tion approximc:.  <:  • ·ly 80,000 metric  tons  of  skimmed 
milk  powder  from  before  I  April  1971  would  be  disposed of partly on 
the  home ·marl:et  and partly on  the  foreign market·. 
'rhe  Cov.ncil  instructed the  Special  Co;nrni ttee  on Agriculture to 
finalize  c~rtain tecl:mical and legal aspects to  enable  the Council  to 
adopt  the  R~gulation formally at  the  earliest·opportunity. 
The  Council  also agreed to  re~examine the question of.  stocks  of 
skimmed milk  powder at its meeting  on  29  aYJ.d  30  October  1975  on  a 
stocl:takin.g of the  commo:-:.  agricul  turdl policy. 
0 
0  0 
IT'he  Council  also  took  formal  nc t e  of  two  j_nt erim  reports  on 
...  the  lay~_::.g  dow;.l  o~ general  rules  :for  the  exclusive use  of butter fat 
and milk  prot  einG; 
proli.i  b:i. ting  che  use  of  im;A.rd.  proc:essing arrangemer1ts  for certain 
milk  produ.cts, 
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NEW.ZEALAND  BUTTER 
In accordance  .. with  the provisions  of Protocol  No  18  to  the Act  of 
Accession~  the  Council undertook  to  examine  during 1975  the  situation 
regarding the  exceptional  arrangements  for  the  import  of New  Zealand 
butter into  the United Kingdom. 
In this  context  the Council  took  formal  note  of  a  communication 
from  the  Commission  and  instructed the Special Commission  on  Agriculture 
to  continue its study of this dossier  in the light of  the discussions 
which had  taken place at this meeting. 
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MARKET  IN  APPLES 
The  Council  took  formal note  of a  statement  from  the Netherlands 
delegation concerning the situation on  the market  in apples,  in which 
it expressed its cone ern regarding future  developments  in, this. sector·. 
TheCouncil also noted that  the  Commission  intended to  report  back  to 
it on  this subject at its next meeting. 
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IRISH  POUND  ANTI  POUJ'lD  STERLING  ----- . 
The  Council  agreed in principle to the Regulation on  the 
rate of  ~xchange to be  applied in agriculture for the Irish pound 
and the  pound sterling.  .This  Regulation provides for a  devalu-
ation of 5.,8%  in the  conversion rate for the pound  sterling, 
reducing United Kingdom  monetary  compensatory  amounts.  from 
11,7% to  5o1%  and  a  devaluation of  2.22%  in the rate for the 
Irish pound,  reducing Irish monetary  compensatory  amounts  from 
5.9% to 3o5%.  Monetary  compensatory  amounts will not  apply  t~ 
trade  between Ireland and the United Kingdom. 
The  new  rates will be  applied from  27  October  1975  to all 
products for which the  1975/1976 marketing year has  already 
begun,  with the  exception of: 
- cereals  (except  common  wheat)  for which the date has  been 
fixed at  3  November  1975; 
common  whea~,  in respect  of which the new  rates  for the pound 
sterling will not  ta~e effect until  1  July  1976; 
the beef  and veal sector,  in respect  of which the new  rates 
will apply  from  5  January  1976; 
- the  premiwn  for the slaughter of certain adult  bovine animals 
(second subparagraph  of Article 1  (1)  of Regulation No  464/75), 
the representative rates applied therein thus  remaining those 
which were  in force  before  4  August  1975. 
For  products  for which the  1975/1976 marketing year has 
not yet  begun  (wine,  olive oil),  application of the new  rates 
will take  place at the beginning of the marketing year, 
Article  2  of Regulation  No  475/75  remaining applicable  • 
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WINE 
The  CoUlwil  took note  of a  statement  by  the  Commission 
concerning the tax on  imports  of Italian wines  into France. 
This  statement  announced that  the  Commission  had  decided to 
open the.official procedure  provided for in Article  169i  the 
..  .. 
French Government  was  invited to  submit  its observations  on  the 
case .i.n  point within  10  days·. 
,..·:· 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  held a  political discussion regarding ·the · · 
continuation of its work  on  the  adjustment  of  the  regulations 
on  wine.  It. agreed  to.  proceed further with this task 
completing it at  the  Council meeting on10 and  11  November  19.75. 
:  ·.:. 
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THE  MARKET  IN  HOPS 
The  Council  adopted,  in  the  official languages  of  the  Communities, 
the  Regulation laying down,  in respect  of hops,  the  amount  of the  aid 
to producers  for  the  1974 harvest;  it had  expressed  a  favourable 
opinion  on  the  Regulation at its meeting  on  29  and  30  September  1975. 
The  amounts  granted for  the  different varieties  are  as  follows: 
Varieties 
Hallertauer 
Northern  Brewer 
Brewers  Gold 
Record 
Hersbrucker Spat 
Huller Bitterer 
Tettnc:nger 
Bramling Cross 
Progress 
Keyworth 0s  Midseason 
Fuggles 
Whitbread Golding Variety  (WGV) 
Alliance 
Tutsham 
Strisselspalt 
Tardif de  Bourgogne 
Spal  ter 
Geldings 
Sa2z 
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400 
150 
150 
600 
300 
300 
100 
250 
650 
500 
700 
700 
750 
750 
600 
600 
200 
100 
600 . .  ~ 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communft'i es 
- the.Resolution on  29  September  1975  on  sugar; 
- the Regulations 
- supplementing Regulation  (EEC)  No  3330/74  on  the  common 
organization o.f  the market  in sugar; 
- fixing the  amounts  applicable to  raw  cane  sugar from  the 
French  Overseas  Departments  and  the differential charges 
on  preferential raw  cane  sugar. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  took note  of the  Commission  report  on  developments 
in the production of and  trade in sorbitol  and mannitol  from 
1971  to  1973G 
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The  Gevernments  of the Member  States and  the  C.ommiss.ion.. of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~!g~~: 
Mr  Josef  CHABERT 
Denmark: 
Mr  J;6.rgen  HALCK 
~~~~;y:: 
Mr  Heinz  RUHNAU 
France: 
Mr  Marcel  CAVAILLE 
Ireland: 
Mr  Dermot  Q?RIORDAIN 
!!~!;z: 
Mr  Mario  MARTINELLI 
!:~~~!!!22~!{£: 
Mr  Marcel  JIIIART 
Minister for Transport 
and Ports and  Harbours 
State Secretary7 
Ministry of Public·Works· 
State Secretary7 
Ministry of Transport 
State Secretary 
for Transport 
General  Secretary7 
Ministry for Transport 
and  Power 
Minister for Transport 
and Civil Aviation 
Minister for Economic  Affairs, 
Transport  and Power 
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The  Netherlands: '  ---------------- Mr  T.E.  WESTERTERP 
Mr M.H.M.  VAN  HULTEN 
1!£!!~9;Jf~g~£~: 
Mr  John  GILBERT 
The  Commission:  · ' 
Mr  Carlo  SCARASCIA  MUGNOZZA 
0 
0 
.  :' 
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Minister for Transport '·and · 
Water  Control  and  Construction 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Transport;" ..... :  ... · -
Water  Control  and  ConE?truction 
Minister of Transport_ 
'.  :':  't  . 
Vice-President 
..  ~.:. ~:.. .;  .... 
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DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  COMMON  TRANSPORT  POLICY 
The  Council  held  a  general  discussion of the  Commission~s 
communication concerning the  development  of the  common.transport 
policy in 1he light  of the  opinions  of the European  Parliament  and 
the  Economic  and  Social  Cormnittee. 
The  general  discussion covered the  common  orga.n.ization  of the 
transport market  (access to the  m~rket~  tariffs,  harmonization  of 
conditions  of competition) 1  co-ordination of the field of infra-
structure,  (investment  selection methods'·  harmonization of national 
programmes)  and  the  implementation  of the  provisions  regarding sea 
and air transport  in Article  84  (2)  of the Treaty.  This  enabled 
the delegations  to make  known  their concern  on  these  subjects  and 
to  draw  attention to the  importance  they attached to these  problems. 
More  specifically the  discussion centrad on whether work 
should go  forward  on  a  series of priority measures,  inter alia: 
harmonization of social  provisions  in the transport  sector; 
- taxation systems  for  commercial  road vehicles; 
weights  and  dimensions; 
- Community  quota; 
road tariffs. 
The  Council  instructed the Permanent  Representatives  Cormni ttee to 
examine the  proposals  on  these subjects  alread;y  submitted or to  be 
submitted  by the  Commission~  This  examination should be  completed 
sufficiently early to  allow  a  further  Council meeting  on  Transport 
to  be  held  before the  end  of the  current  year. 
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SUMMERTIME 
The  Council held an  exchange  of views  on  the 
11transport" 
aspects  of applying a  summertime  system in the  Community. 
The  Council was  aware  that  technical aspects cof-this question': 
had still to  be  resolved and instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue its discussions  in this  con.riection,  with 
particular reference to  details regarding the  dates  and times  to 
be  adopted for the beginning and  end  of  '.'summertime"  as  well  as  the 
question of the territories to  which this measure  should apply. 
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INL.AND  NAVIGATION  IN  INTERNATIONAL  TRAFFIC 
The  Council  held  on  exchcmge  of  views  on  the  problems 
affecting inland navigation in international traffic  on  the  basis 
of  a  Note  from  the  Belgion delegation. 
The  discussion covered  both the  structural ond  short-term 
economic  aspects  of  the  problems  involved  and possible solutions. 
Three  solutions  which  were  favourably  received  by  the  Council 
were 
- the  introduction of  a  Europeon  classification certificate; 
- the  introduction 1  on  a  voluntary  basis 1  of  a  system  of bosic 
rates; 
- the  introduction 1  if necesssry~  of  a  rota system. 
Concluding its discussions,  the  Council  instructed  the 
Permanent  Represent~_.,tives  Committee  in the  light of  the  present 
proceedings  to  examine  the  propossls  which  the  Commission  had 
already submitted  or was  to  submit  on  this subject.  It invited 
the  Commission  to  tc,ke  all approprictte  steps  to  enRble  it to 
adopt  as  a  matter  of urgency  as  lasting solution to  the  serious 
situation now  obt8.ining in internc.,tional  inland n8.vigation. 
In  tc;,king  this  course  of action 1  the  Council  was  pc;,rticulnrly 
c.mxious  to help  the  Belgi<:.m  Government  to  solve  its current 
domestic  problems  in inlcnd navigation. 
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INTERNATIONAL  ROAD  TPiliNSPORT 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities 
- the Decision authorizing the  Commission to negotiate  an 
Agreement  between the European  Economic  Community  and third 
countries  on the rules  applicable to  the  international 
carriage of passengers  by  coach  and  bus;  and 
- the Decision laying down  directives  regarding such negotiationso 
The  negotiations will inter alia deal  with the approximation 
of the rules  applie;able to  occasional  services  and  the 
simplifica"t;ion and  standardization of the re-turn  form. 
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- Environment  -
Luxembourg~  16  October  1975 
Chairman~  M.  Mario  PEDINI, 
RELEASE 
Minister for Scientific Research 
of  the  Italian Republic 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~£~i~: 
Mr Karel  POMA 
Denmark: 
Mr Helge  NIELSON 
Mr Holger  LAVESEN 
~~~:Y: 
Mr  Werner  MAIHOFER 
Mr  Gerhart  Rudolf  BAUM 
France:  ------
Mr Andre  J ARROT 
Ireland: 
Mr  James  TULLY 
.!!~r: 
Mr  Mario  PEDINI 
!!~~~~}2~g: 
Mr  Joseph  BARTHEL 
Mr  Paul  PEETERS 
·.State Secretary for the  Environment 
Minister for the Environment 
·State Secretary, 
Minister  of the Environment 
Minister for the  Interior 
Parliamentary State Secretary, 
Ministry of the  Interior 
Minister for the  Improvement  of 
Living Conditions 
Minister for Local  Government 
Minister for Scientific Research 
Government  Commissioner for Water 
Protection 
Deputy  Permanent  Representative 
"1  H35 ·  e/75  (Presse  115)  ico/ME/ms  .... ; ... Netherlands: 
Mrs  I.  VORRINK 
Mr  L.J.  BRINKHORST. 
"Q~!.!~!L!f~~~£~: 
Mr  Denis  HOWELL 
Commission: 
Mr  Carlo  SCARASCIA  MUGNOZZA 
(') 
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Minister for Health and  the 
·Environment 
State Secretary,  . 
·'Ministry of . Foreign· Affairs · 
0 
Minister of State for Sport, 
Department  of the  Environment 
Vice-President 
0 
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INVENTORY  OF  SOURCES  OF  INFORMATION  ON  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
The  Council agreed in principle to  the Decision establishing 
a  common  procedure for the  preparation and  constant updating of 
an  inventory of  sources  of information on  the  environment  in the 
Community. 
The  inventory will  comprise for  each Member  State a  list of 
scientific and  technical  information and  documentation  centres 
and services,  a  list of specialist  centres and  independent  experts 
and a  list of current  and  scheduled research projects.  The 
Commission will  ensure that  the. information requested in the  form 
of replies to  a  questionnaire is processed  electronically~ the 
results at Community  level will be  placed at  the  disposal of 
Member  States.  The  Commission will also  forward  the appropriate 
information to  the  International Referral  System  (IRS)  of the. 
United Nations  Environment  Progrrurrme. 
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SECOND'  ACTION  PROGRANll'lffi 
The  Council held  a  policy discussion  on  the  Commission 1s 
initial;reflections  on  the  second  environmental  action programme. 
During  the  discussion; ·the  delegations  stated their positions 
not  only  regardil'lg  the·establishment  of  the  second programme  but 
also  concerning progress  made  so  far under  the  first programme 
since  the  second  programme  should  supplement  and  follow  on  from 
' the first. 
- The  delegations~  general  comments  related to certainbasic 
topics  such as  the  connection between  the first  and  second 
·programmes, the  principle .of whether  to  adopt  a· conservative 
approach or a  more  positive  and  comprehensive  one,  the  definition 
of  a  longer-term policy which  was  more  closely linked  with  th.e 
prosp·ects  for social  and  economic  policy  and  the  fixing of 
priorities,  especially bearing in mindeconomic  limitations ;and 
other policies,  whether at Community  or national level. 
More  specifically,  certain priority aspects  of  the  programme 
envisaged  by  the  Commission  were  discussed 
- an  "impact  assessment"  emphasizing  the preventive nature  of 
the  er rironmental  policy~ 
the  control  of wastage,  taking into  account  economic  and 
industrial implications  as  well  as  those  for  the  protection 
and  improvement  of  the  environment; 
- the"standstill"  principle~ which meant  that vigilence  should 
be  exercised to  ensure  that  the present quality of  the  various 
environments  did not deteriorate; 
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- the  connection with the  Community  policy regarding developing 
countries; 
the methods  of  examination provided for in the  prograrr~e,  in 
particular the distinction .between quality objectives  and 
emission standards  and  possibly the fixing of minimum  .emission 
standards  for the  Communityi 
through  examination of the  "polluter pays"  principle from  the 
legal point  of view. 
At  the  end  of its discussions  the  Council  expressed  a 
favourable  opinion  on the general  outlines  of the  Commission
1s 
document;  the Commission  declared that it would  draw  up  proposals 
under the  second paragraph in the light  of the  discussions which 
had taken place at the meeting. 
o· 
0  0 
In the  context  of these  discussions  the  French Minister for 
the  Improvement  of Living Conditions  made  a  statement  (entered 
on the  agenda under another item)  on behalf of the  French 
delegation relating to the Directive  on waste  emanating  from  the 
titanium oxide  industry  •.  He  stressed the  importance which his 
delegation attached to  a  solution being found urgently to  tLc 
environmental  problems  caused  by  waste  emanating  from  this  industry. 
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SULPHUR  IN  GAS  OILS 
The  Councilgave  its·:agreement  on  the  Directive  on  the 
approximC~-tion of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States relating to  the 
''-· 
sulphur content  of certain liquid  fuels  {gasoil). 
This.Directive falls  Within  the  scope  firstly of  the  general 
programme  for  the  removal  of technical barriers  to  trade  in industrial 
products  and  secondly_of  the  programme  of action  on  the  environment. 
It will lead to  the  approximation  of  the  laws  in force  in the  Member 
States whilst ·contributing to  an  appreciable  reduction in sulphur 
'. 
dioxide atmosphe'r"ic  pollution• 
The  maximum  sulphur content will be  restricted to  0.5%  as  from 
October  1976  at· the  latest and 0.  3%  as  from  1  October  1980  at  the 
latest.  For  zones  with low  atmospheric  pollution levels  and  those 
where  gas  oil accounts  for  a  negligible proportion of these  rates levels 
will be  0.8%  and  0.5%  respectively. 
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_Q_QJi_F_E:REf'!Q~ ON  THE  PRO'l'EC·:riON  OF  _THE  MEDITERRANEAN  AGAINST 
rMRIN·E  P01L011IO·N· .. ·-'--- ·····-·--·~···  ........  ·-···- . 
The Council_ adopted the  Decisio'n  concerning Community 
pa:::'ticipation  j_n  the negotiation1  at  the  Intergovernmental 
Meeting in Bare elona1  'cf  r:m  outline Convention1  together with 
Protocols  1  for  ·che  proteco:::.on  of the Mediterranean against 
:oe_rine  pollutiono  It also adopted  the  directives to  the 
Commission  fo::.~  these negotiations  o 
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DISCHARGE  OF  DANGEROUS  SUBSTANCES  INTO  THE  AQUATIC  ENVIRONMENT 
The  Council  discussed  in detail the main  problem raised by  the 
proposal  for  a  Decision on  the reduction of pollution caused  by 
certain dangerous  substances  discharged into the  aquatic  environment, 
that is the  choice to  be  r.:c.de  botw.~'en intr0ducing Comnunj_ty 
emission standards  and laying down  quality objectives. 
The  discussion  enabled delegations  to state their basic 
attitudes  on  the subject.  The  delegations  also made  known  their 
views  on  other matters  relat·ed to the proposal,  inter alia the 
lists of dangerous  substances. 
In conclusion to its discussions,  the Council  agreed to 
return to this subject  at its next  meeting  on  the  environment  on 
8  December  1975. 
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WATER  FOR  BATHING 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  on  the  Directive relating 
to pollution of sea water  and  fresh water for  bathing  (quality 
objectives ) ·• 
The  Directive  establishes  a  series  of numerical values  which 
correspond  to  the physical,  chemical  and microbiological parameters 
laying down  the  minimum  quality requirements  for  bathing water with a 
view  t'o  reducing existing pollution and  to protecting such water against 
further detioration. 
By  virtue  of the  Directive,  Member  States  are  required  to  take  the 
necessary measures  to  ensure  that,  within  10  years,  the  quality of 
bathing water is made  to  conform to  the  limit values  fixed  b;y  the 
Directive,  it being understood  that for  certain parameters  of  the 
Directive  "imperative",  i.e. absolutely  compulsory,  values  have  been 
laid down  as  well  as  "target
11  values  which  the  Member  States must 
endeavour  to  achieve,  and  for other parameters,  the  values  in either 
of  the  two  categories. 
The  Directive  also  lays  down  rules  whereby  any  amendments  necessary 
for  adapting the  Directive  to  technical progress  are  to  be  made  as 
regards  the  methods  of  analysis  and  the  parameter values.  To  this  end 
a  "Management  Committee"  is set up.  It delivers  its Opinion  to  the 
Commission  which  may  adopt  the  proposed measures  where  these  are  in 
accordance  with  the  Committee:s  Opinion;  where  the  measures  envisaged 
are not  in acc'ordance  with the  Committoe 1s  Opinion,  the  question must 
be  put  before  the  Council. 
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The  Directive  applies  to  the  tathing waters  ol the  Member  States~­
As  regards  sea waters  in the  vicinity of frontiers  and  trans--frontier 
waters  affecting the  quality  of. the  bathing waters  of  another  . 
Member  State 1  the  consequences  to  be  drawn  from  the  common  q~ality 
objectives  for  the  bathing areas  shall be  determined  by  common 
accord  by_the  riparian States  concerned" 
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PROTECTION  OF  THE  RHINE  AGAINST  CHEMICAL  POLLUTION 
After a  brief exchange  of views,  the  Council  agreed to  return 
to  the  question of Community  participation in the negotiations for 
the  conclusion of a  Convention  on  the  protection of the  Rhine 
against  chemical  pollution at its meeting  on  8  December  1975. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  offi~ial languages  of  the 
Communities,  the  Decision  appointing certain members  of .the 
Administrative  Board  of  the  European Centre  for  the  Development 
of  Vocational  Training. 
The  following are  appointed members  of  the  abovementioned 
Centre  for  the  period from  16  October  1975  to  15  October  1978: 
I.  Government  representatives 
Belgium 
Germany 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United  Kingdom 
II. Trade  union representatives 
Belgium 
Germany 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United  Kingdom 
1185  e/75  (Presse  115)  ood/SMS/lis 
Mr  Jean  DEQUAN 
Mr  Horst  LEMKE 
Mr  O.I.  Ml~\ELSEN 
Mr  Claude  BLONDEL 
Mr  John  AGNEW 
Dr  Mario  ALBERIGO 
Mr  Nicolas  ESTGEN 
Mr  J.  Th.  SCHELFHOUT 
Mr  R.lVl.  JOHNSON 
lVlr  G.  SAUVAG:2 
Mrs  Maria  WEBER 
.Mr. Erik NIELSEN 
Mr  Raymond  LEBESCOND 
lVlr  Fintan  KENNEDY 
lVlr  Guiseppe  QUERENGHI 
lVlr  Jean  REGENWETTER 
Mr  P •  DAMMING 
aooaooooaoooooooooooo 
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III. Representatives  of  employersv  organizations 
Belgium 
·Germany 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
0 
0 
Mr  Francis  BUCHET 
Mr  Helmut  BRUMHARD 
Mr  Hans  ,0HRSTR¢M 
Mr  Yves  CORPET 
Mr  A.  0 ..  LUND 
Mr  Vine enz6  RONIANO 
Mr  MULLER 
Mr  Jan JVE;9TERBDYS.  .. _ 
Mr  William G.  T.  THORPE 
0 
16.X. 75 
The  Council  approved the  substance  of the Regulations 
concluding the Agreements  on  trade in textile products 
between the  European  Economic  Community  and 
- the Republic  of India 1 
- the  Islamic  Republic  of  Pakist~. 
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The  Council  adopted 1  in the official languages  of the 
Oommunities 1  the Regulation  amending Regulation  No  475/75 
on the rate of  exchange  to  be  applied in agriculture for 
the  Irish pound  and the  pound sterling  (1). 
(1)  See  the  decision in principle referred to  in Press 
Release  1183/75  (Presse  113). 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES· 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
365th me-eting  of the  Council 
- Agriculture -
Luxembourg,  29  and  30  October  1975 
President:  ·Mr  Giovanni  MARCORA 
Minister for Agriculture of 
the Italian Republic 
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The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the 
European  Communities  were  represented  as  follows~ 
~~!.~~1E2!~ 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark~ 
Mr  Foul  DALSAGER 
9:£:£!!!~;:[~ 
Mr  Josef ERTL  · 
Mr  Hans-Jurgen  ROHR 
France~ 
Mr  Christian BONNET 
Mr  Jean-Francais  DENIAU 
Ireland~ 
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
lVIr  Giovanni  lV'lARCOR:'i 
Mr  Arcangelo  10  BIA.i\fCO 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for  Agricultu~e 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculturo 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
1234  e/75  (Presse  117)  nns/JP/el  •• ,j  ••• Luxembourg: 
Mr  Jean IWHILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHEM 
Netherlands: 
Mr  A.P.L.M.M.  VAN  DER  STEE 
United Kingdom: 
Mrs  Shirley WILLIAMS 
Mr  Frederick PEfillT 
Commission: 
Mr  PoJ•  LARDINOIS 
0 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary1 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
and Fisheries 
Secretary of State for Prices 
and Consumer  Protection 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and Food 
Member 
0 
0 
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STOCKTAKING  OF  THE  COMMON  AGRICULTURf:~.L  POLICY 
On  the  basis  of the Commission  communication  and  in the light of  a 
questionnaire  drawn up  by  the  ad  hoc  Special  Committee listing the 
problems  to  be  exa.'l1ined  in the  proceedings  on the stocktaking of the 
common  agricultural  policy the ·Council  held  a  wide-ranging and 
constructive  discussion of all matters relating to market  equilibrium, 
the  problems  of productivity and  farm  incomes,  the tmity of the market, 
the  cost  of the agricultural policy and  the specific  problems  posed  by 
the  various  agricultural  products. 
The  discussion made  it clear that  two  fundamentally different 
issues  needed to  be  taken into  consideration in this  stocktaking: 
firstly,  the  question of the role  and  significance  of the  common 
agricultural  policy in relation to the  other aspects  of European 
integration such  as  external relations  and the general  economic  and 
social policies  of the  Community  and,  secondly,  the more  specific 
problems  of  organizing and  managing the  conunon  agricultural  policy. 
The  Council  agreed to  continue its discussions  at its next  meeting 
on  10 and  11  NJvember.  It instructed the  ad  hoc  Special  Committee  to 
prepare for these  discussions  in the light  of the  ideas  put  forward at 
this meeting. 
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The  Council  adopted  in the official languages  of  the 
Communities Regulations  on  the  consolidation of acts adopted 
in the  following sectors: 
- cereals 
- pigrneat 
eggs 
- poultrymeat 
ovalbumin and  lactalbumin. 
The  aim  of this  consolidation is to  remedy  the 
difficulties which  have  arisen in the application of acts 
in the agricultural  sectoro  The  large number  and  complexity 
of  these texts,  spread  among  many  different Official Journals, 
and  the  many  successive  ainendments  to  them,  could lead  to  a 
lack of  clarity which  would  impede  their proper application. 
0 
0  o. 
The  Council  also  adopted  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities  the Regulation laying  do~~ a  special 
measure  for  the  disposal  of  skimmed  milk  powder  in public 
storage  with  a  view  to  export  in the  form  of  compound  animal 
feedingstuffs  (agreed  in principle  on  13  and  14 October  1975). 
o· 
0  0 
T~e Council  took note  of the  Co~mission communication 
on  the final  estimates  for  the  1973/74 wine-growing year. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulation on  special measures  for  soya 
beans  for  the  1975/1976 marketing year. 
This Reguletion  extends  the  current provisions for  the 
1975/1976 marketing yearo 
0 
0  0 
Lastly,  the Council  adopted  in the official languages 
of the  Communities  the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC) 
No  3209/73  on  the  subsidy for  olive oil. 
This Regulation gives legal  form  to  the decision·taken 
by  the Council,  as part of the  fixing of prices for 
1975/1976,  to maintain  the  arrangements  currently in force 
in the  olive oil sector. 
0 
0  0 
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MISCELLJiliEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  the  Regulations  on  the  opening,  allocation 
and  administration of  Community  tariff quotas  for  1976  for 
- dried gl'apes  in immediate  containers  of  a  net capacity 
of  15  kg  or less falling within subheading No  08.04  B  I 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
-certain plywoods  of coniferous  species,  falling within 
subheading No  ex  44.15  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
-ferro-silicon falling within  subheading No  73.02  C of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
-ferro-silicon-manganese falling within subheading 
No  73.02  D of the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
-ferro-chromium containing not  more  than  0.10%  by  weight 
of carbon  and  more  than  30%  but not more  than  90%  by 
weight  of  chromium  (super-refined ferro-chromium) 
falling within subheading No  ex 73.02  E  I  of  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff 
-rosin, including  "brais resineux",  falling within sub-
heading No  38.08  A of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
- unwrought  lead  Qther  than  ~ullion lead falling within 
subheading No  78.01  A II of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
- unwrought  zinc  falling within  subheading No  79.01  A 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
- raw silk  (not  throvm)  falling within heading No  50.02 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
- yarn entirely of silk,  other  than yarn  of noil or  other 
waste  silk, not put up  for retail sale,  falling within 
heading No  ex 50.04  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
-yarn spun entirely from  silk waste  other than noil, not 
put up  for retail sale,  falling within heading No  ex 
50.05  of  the  Common  Customs  'l'ariff 
-newsprint falling within subheading No  48.01  A of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff and  temporarily  including certain 
other types  of paper in this quota. 
-certain eels  falling within subheading No  ex 03.01  A II 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff. 
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The  Council  adopted  in  the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  the  decisions  concluding the  agreements 
between  the  European Economic  Community  md 
- Japan under Article  XXVIII  of  the  General  Agreement  on 
Tariffs  and  Trade 
-Norway under Article  XXVIII  (1)  of  the  General  Agreement 
on  Tariffs  and  Trade 
- India under Article  XXVIII  of  the  General  I:..greement  on 
Tariffs  and  Trade 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the  United Kingdom  Government, 
the  Council  appointed Mr  Gordon  Hartley  S.t-'UVIBROOK, 
Director,  Personnel  and  Social Policy,  British Steel 
Corporation,  a  member  of  the  ECSC  Consultative  Committee 
to  replace  Mr  HOLLOWAY,  who  has  resigned,  for  the 
remainder  of  the latter's term of office,  i.e. until 
24  June  1976. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Councii"adopted  the Decisiqn appointing the members  and alternates 
of the  Committee  of the European Social Fund. 
The  following have  been appointed members  and alternates for  the 
period from  29  October  1975  to  28  October  1977: 
1.  GOVER~lliNT REPRESENTATIVES 
Belgium. 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United 
Kingdom 
(a). Members 
Mr.  0 ..  Missotten 
Mr  H  ..  Boserup 
Dr  R.  Miller 
Mr  H.  Chavranski 
Mr  c.  ovRiordan 
Dott.  A.  Gallo 
Mr  R.  Schintgen 
Mr  W.A.  Renardel 
de  Lavalette 
Mr  C  .A.  Larsen 
~ . 
• 
Mr  R.;  Etienne 
Mrs  B.  Kondrup 
Dr  G.  Matthias 
Mr  J.P. Huchon 
Mr  J.A.  Agnew 
Dott.  A  ..  Cavallaro 
Mr  G Kass 
Mr  P.B.  van  den 
Hoven 
Mrs  D.M.  Ellison 
2o  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  WORKERS~  ORGANIZATIONS 
(a)  Members 
Belgium  Mr R.  van Depoele  Mr A.  Genot 
Denmark  lVIr  So  Bache  Mr  P.  Nielsen 
Vognbjerg 
Germany  Mrs  T  ..  PUtz  Mrs  u.  Engel  en-
Kefer 
France  Mr  A Glorieux  Mr  J.  Tessier 
Ireland  Mr  D.  Larkin  Mr  D.  Nevin 
Italy  Dott.  E.  Mr  G.B.  Cavazutti 
Versellino 
Luxembm.rrg  Mr  J.  Castegnaro  Mr  H.  DUnkel 
Netherlands  Mr  J.H.  ter Horst  Mr  C.N.N. 
Commandeur 
United 
Kingdom 
.  ( o)  Alternates 
Mr.P  ..  Chevremont 
Mrs K.  Larsen 
Dr  K.D.  Nehring 
Mr H.P.  Culaud 
Mr  J.  Stapleton 
Dott.  L Cristofanelli 
Mr  E.  Emringer 
Mr  J .w.s ..  Pabon 
Mr  J ~D. Rirriington 
(b.)  Alternates 
Mr  A  •.  Colle 
Mr  H.  Hinrich 
Mr  E.  Schupeta 
Mr  A.  Faesch 
Mr D.  Murphy 
Dott.  A.  Izzo 
Mr  A.  Mirkes 
Mr  D.H.  Grasman - VI  -
3.  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  E~~LOYERS
9  ORGANIZATIONS 
(a)  Members 
Mr  R.  Busenne  Mr  D..  de  Norre 
29.X.75 
(b)  alternates 
':·.Mr  .A. ·steverlynck 
Mr  J. Stenbjerre Mr  P.  Schade-Poulsen Mr  H  .. S.  Christens,en 
Dr M.  Haushofer  Dr  W  .D.  Lindner  IYir  R.  Ebert 
Mr  J .J. Oechalin Nir  ~· Lapierre  Mr  Amis 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
IrelanQ. 
Itp_lyu \u  o 
Mr  J.F.  Kearney  Mr  T.A.  Larkin  Mrs  ..  Doyle 
Dott.  G.  Randone  Dott. E. tfMs~111r~')j~1?J- i}j-;it~.'-"i(f.~Y.Mi~Je'S:-\1r1~~ 
. Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Mr  L.  Jung  Mr  F ..  Weyler  Mr  A.  Robert  '  ' 
Mrs  Mr.c.  Hak  Mr 
United Kingdom  Mr  H.M ..  Morton  Mr 
0 
S.J.H. 
M.  Ipe 
0 
Huijhen 
0 
Drso  J oP~· de  Heij 
Mr  J.  Scates  .. 
The  Council  gaye  the  assents  requested  by  the  Cominission pursuant 
to Article  56(2):(p,),ofthe  ECSC  Treaty  to  enable it to  grant  a  reconversion 
loan  of 
- £765,000  (2:  1.33  iVlUA),  entirely at  a  reduced rote  of interest,  to 
POLYPAC  BAL  Ltd.,  United  Kingdom,  to facilitate  the  installation in 
Hartlepool  (<Jleveland)  of  a  man·u.facturing unit  for  pri.etimatic  and 
hydraulic  seals  a.."ld.  precision rubber mouldings; 
- 5  million French  fl'ancs · (2:  0., 79 .MO";.)  ,~.hal! .. of  whj":ch  ts  to  hE:  .at. a 
reduced rate  of interest,  to  JOI-!.i\JS-l'IL\NVILLE  DE  FRANCE  S ~A~~-· tO'  facilitate 
the  construction of  two  fibre  glo..ss  production un:Lts  and.  a  glass  furnace 
at Carling  (Lorraine)  ·  · 
. ..  :'  ~··  '·  I  .  ··: .....  \ 
·: .. :.  l  ..  . .  :.  I  \  ;  : 
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